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SUBJECT: A COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS
LANA WACHNIAK. DIRECTOR. CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING & LEARNING. KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

My colleague Chris ,Jansen, who does the layout for Reaching Th
Teaching, and I were talking ahout a cover for
1 his t,dition. Because the articles deal with so many innovations in
1 wanted a cover that depicted "change."
Chris is hoth artistic and creative, whereas I am only creative. l asked him to think about a cover with coins depicted in the foreground and with a tsunami bearing down
on the change in the background. He created the cover you
now see (sans a part of my
How can we engage students in the learning process
during a time when
are bombarded by information
and social institutions that are continuously hit by waves
of change? The freshmen on our campuses are not naive 18
year olds who passively wait for knowledge to be poured
into their heads. They are not unaware of what is taking
around them. Our students are adults, despite their
ages. who want an education and who realize that an educat10n means more than memorizing a text and course notes.
An education means thinking and doing and understanding.
The changes that are occurring in higher education
are at once hoth exciting and frightening. We are expected
to change not only what we teach, but how we teach. The articles in this edition of RTT engage us as we consider new
ways of' thinking and learning. The writers, many of whom
recently presen tee! their work a 1 the Georgia Conference on
Teaching and Learning, discuss the changes they have made
in their content areas, processes and pedagogies. They engage us with their words, ideas and personalities. ,Jeff
Gut! iph and Donna Schlossenberg, for example, humorfocus on the process they experienced to enhance on] ine
Don't look here for a discussion of the technology
use, go to their web-site for a hands-on primer.
Several other authors point you to web-sites with valuable
educational material. Not only has teaching changed, but
the means for disscminati ng information have changed tremendously. We are members of both face-to-face learning
communities and virtual, asynchronous learning communities.
Change in faculty development opportunities was
spurred by one of the Chancellor's initiatives in 1994. Budget redirection and teaching and learning grants have encouraged teachers to experiment with new technologies,
techniques and curricula. The workshops and programs we
now conduct on campus accommodate around 800 participants, the state-wide teaching conference supports the discussion of ideas between 800 faculty members, and Reaching Through Teaching allows us to share innovations in
education. Colleagues throughout the university system
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have collaborated in these exchanges of knowl1·dge.
of my friends at KSU volunteered to conduct workshops on
technology and other topics four years ago when facul t.v d1:velopment workshops were relatively new to our campus.
Over the years they have continued to offer their expertise
to others. My gratitude extends to Martha, ,Joe, Chuck,
Cathy, ,John, Bernie, Ameeta, and Vassi lis, who are representative of the many faculty members who have shared information with others. I also appreciate the support of Dr.
Betty Siegel, KSU's president, who has always encouraged
me to experiment and try new and different
to
faculty development. Whenever she sensed that I was getting an itch to return to full-time teaching, she said "Lana,
there is no difference between what you are doing now and
what you used to do ... it is only that your claso-room has
changed."
I have also had the good fortune to collaborntc and coordinate with colleagues across the state who have contributed their time and energy in the pursuit of excd Jenee in
teaching and learning. Although I can name at least one
person from every institution in the system with whom I
have had the pleasure of working, these are some who stand
out in my mind: Pam at Dekalb, Mark at North Georgia,
Brad at Clayton, Ulf and Chris at Darton, Trish at lJ(~A.
Steve at Ga Tech, Christine at VSC, Harry at Georgia SL!!!',
Bobbie at Georgia Southern, ,Joel at Dal ton, and Mary at
East Georgia. ,Jessica and Linda, two col leagues at the lJS(;
Central Office, have offered encouragement and support for
faculty development endeavors on this and otlwr campuses.
Change is inevitable in our professional lives. I wil I be
moving from my position as the director of the Center for
Excellence in Teaching to chair of a new and exciting department on the KSU campus: Sociology, Geography and
Anthropology. I've learned an important lesson in this faculty development role during the past four years that has
enhanced my teaching and will help me in my new job: collaborate, cooperate and coordinate in order to make a mur<'
positive impact on teaching and learning.

*

RETHINKING TEACHING ABOUT TEACHING:
A RATIONALE FOR WEB-BASED TECHNOLOGY
HARRY L. DANGEL. ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

This isn't a paper about why one should use technology in
teaching at the college or university level. It's not even a
paper about how technology can improve
Ratlwr,
it's a paper designed to encourage focul ty members to rethink their teaching in light of their students' learning
and the possible role that technology plays.
If our definition of teaching and learning is the transrepresents a threat
mission of information, then
to the way that we work. From a transmission of information orientation, we are likely to view the role of technology helping to present information to students by using
Power Point slides for a lecture or establishing a web site.
But if we view teaching as being primarily transmitting
information, there is likely to be a more effective lecturer
beamed in by satellite or a more entertaining (or at least,
less expensive) presentation on videotape. On the other
hand, just as the technology of printing textbooks didn't replace lecturers in the medieval university but made them
more effective, technology becomes a tool which can enable
us to promote more effective teaching and learning.
Consider these concepts i11 teaching and learning and
how technology plays a role in helping faculty to become
more effective. Literature on teaching and learning
(Lauri! lard, 199.3; Svinicki, Hagan, & Meyers, 1996) emphaoi zes these shifts: (1) A change in the role of the faculty
member from being a transmitter of in form a ti on to a faci 1ita tor in helping students access in form a ti on. (2) This shift
produces a more a student-directed than teacher-directed
classes. (;3) A shift in emphasis toward more process-based
instruction that provides students the tools for continued
learning as opposed to a content-based focus. (4) An emphasis on presenting learning in a context in which the studen 1.s understand the i nforma ti on and tasks in relationshi p to their personal goals and backgrounds. (5) An emphasis on presenting multiple options and opportunities for
students to learn.
Even more important than the trends in teaching and
learning described in the professional l item tu re for n'thinking and redesigning a course are the desired outcomes
for that course. Faculty must decide: ( lJ ~What changes in
knowledge/skills do I expect from students by the end of
this coursu? (2) What difference will the knowledge/skills
make in five years? (.3) What have l provided with regard to
continued student learning with regard to this course, e.g.,
attitude change and motivation? \4) What
do I expect in myself as a result of teaching this course')
For courses in fields of professional development (e.g.,
teacher education, nursing, and business), we expect to pre-

Ii

pare students to be effective decision-makers. [n courses 111
professional development programs the concept of
affordances is emerging as an important component rn
teaching and learning (Walker-Andrews, 1998).
Affordances are the way in which an individual experiences a concept or event. That is to say, the combinatrnn of
the objective qualities and subjective perceptions of an
event make up its affordances. Awareness of affordances is
a critical component of instructional design when students
are expected to be decision-makers because the ability to accurately perceive problems, define, and categorize pnihlems
is the initial phase in decision-making.
The role that technology plays in helping students become effective decision-makers begins with access information and content. Technology offers multiple opportunities
to develop student skills related to affordances for
decision-making. In teacher education programs, for example, it is essential that students are able to assess pupils'
learning problems (i.e., affordances) in order to select appropriate instructional interventions. Web-based technology provides the ability to record samples of pupils' reading
error patterns and makes them available for analysis by
students preparing to be teachers. This can be done hy recording reading samples on a digital recorder (e.g., the recorder on a lap top recorder) and saving them as .avi fi !es
linked to a course web site. These files can be downloaded
and played through Windows 95. In this way the technology enables students to control their own access to critical
course materials.
Using current research tools, such as Galileo, enables
students to access current information on line that previously had been available only in the most extensive research libraries. Jn addition to Galileo, additional
resources can be linked from the course web site. Depending on the content emphasis of the course, government sites
and specialized libraries and resources can all be made
readily available to students using web-based technolog,v.
The access to information involves morn than access to
printed materials. It can also mean access to people. Usrng
technology students can con tact resource persons, au tho rs,
and authorities for information on topics tlrn tare ge nnanc
to the courses that the:v are studying.
It is important to understand the role tlrnt the faculty
member bas as foci l i 1a tor in the pron~ss of acccssi ng 1 nformatio11. Faculty can model decision-making in search techniques, can teach students an appropriate way to accc·ss
people and request information from them, and set a general tone of how the investigation of a topic brrngs ih own
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level of satisfaction. If our goal is to enable our students to
become independent learners, then a shift in our role as foci l i 1a tor for, rather than de! iverer of information, is cri tical.
A final major way in which technology offers access to
information for students who are preparing to become
decision-makers is through providing students \Vi th connections with real-life situations. Videotapes offer a convenient way to capture real-world settings. Even more flexibility is provided through digitizing the tapes on to compact disks. The CD format allows easy access to each clip
and the ability to easily review a segment of a demonstration. The CD format offer real promise as a means of developing the skills to assess real-life events (affordances) in
preparation to make decisions about whether and how to
intervene.
Technology offers more options in developing
decision-makers with respect to increased communication
between faculty member and students and among students.
With the corning of the semester system to the University
System of Georgia, planned interactions in communications among faculty and students will be redefined. E-mail
advising, listservs, discussion groups, and conference
rooms/chat rooms offer additional options to increase this
interaction. For example, using the "forms" option for
Microsoft FrontPage, a faculty member can include a student response possibility on a course web-site. This will enable students to provide anonymous feedback between
classes as to what they did or didn't understand about a
particular class. This can be an especially helpful option
with regard to clarifying information that students can
understand and adding information that may have been
omitted, or in confirming that they did understand.
In addition to soliciting information about the clarity
of the class, providing content on a course home page and
having students interact with that material promotes the
process of teaching and learning. Additional information
to assist in assignments can be posted on the home page.
Students can be asked to turn in work or, after a class discussion, provide addendums to their assignments that can
be turned in using the "forms function" on a class web site.
The effect of this technology is to extend the interaction between the faculty member and student beyond the lirni ts of
the class and use the intervening time between classes to
promote additional learn111g.
Technology offors options for students to communicate
with each other on collaborative projects. The tools for this
are varied, depending on the sophistication of the students
(and faculty). Students can use a discussion list site to read
and react to ideas developed by their classmates. Using the
cut and paste functions of the operating system, students
can transfer the content they have developed on a word pro-
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cessor and collaboratively construct reports and projects
electronically on a class discussion site.
Finally, technology offers multiple option~ for learning for students. Unlike a linear instructional design that
is teacher-directed and locks students into following a preset instructional sequence, faculty can structure technology to offer students the flexibility tn acce~s course infnrmation in multiple ways. Web-based course resources provide student-directed options to select, review, and repeat
access to resources. Technology also offers students access
to resources about developing the skills needed for academic success. Excellent links exist to resourcPs for writing papers, study tips and assistance in using t•cxts (hLtp://
www.gsu.edu/-esljmm/ studyski 11 s/St udywe b.h un).
In conclusion, it is necessary for the faculty member 10
have developed a clear sense of the knowledge and skills
that students are to develop within each coursE' before considering which, if any, technology might be appropriate
and how it is to be applied. As one considers what a student
might use from a particular course in the future, it become
clear that if we see our role as one ofpresentin,; content,
then we risk our courses becoming as books. i.e., useful, but
at risk of quickly becoming out dated and
shelved. Jr.
however, we view our role as developing the pr<>cess of
learning in our discipline in our students, their experience
from our courses will continue to grow as they
and
elaborate on what we have planted.*
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THE ON·UNE PROFESSOR:
USING INTERNET TECHNOLOGY IN COLLEGE COURSEWORK
KERWIN SWINT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE. KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Only two or three years ago, the Internet was a mere curiosity to most educators, even those involved in research activities. It was too new, its full range of uses were not
known (and stil 1 aren't, for that matter!) and the technology itself seemed distant and unfamiliar from the everyday
routines of instructors and students.
Currently, however, the use of Internet resources in
education is exploding at all levels, from pre-school
through graduate school. Several things have occurred that
help explain
First, and perhaps most important, the technology has
become easier to use for those who are not computer experts
(like myself). When I first started exploring the Internet, l
needed constant help and prompting from computer-savvy
students and academic computing staff. The technology
has he come so easy, though, (the experts cal I it "gooey") I
now find myself a hie to help colleagues and students use
on-line resources and adapt them to the classroom.
The second thing that has happened is that the sheer
amount of con tent on the Internet has expanded dramatically. It's now possible to find a weal th of resources and
ideas for classes on everything from medieval art to advanced physics, and everything in between.
Another development is the fact that more and more
people are buying and using computers, thereby increasing
students' and instructors' access to the Internet. This is
partly due to the lower cost of computers, due to increased
competition, and partly a result of people finding more and
mon' uses for the technology - for everything from family
finances to games, e-mail communication, and on-line research.
College instructors have found a number of educational uses for the Internet., including communicating with
students via e-mail or bu! letin hoard systems, discussion
groups using newsgroups and I istservs, the use of World
Wide Weh pages for posting class syllabi, schedules, assignments, quizzes, etc., on-line research assignments (either individual or group-focused), video-conferencing and distance
learning, and even teaching courses entirely on-line.

E-mail-The simplest and most-often used on-line resource
is electronic mail. The ability to send and receive electronic messages has greatly expanded opportunities for contact between instructors and students. Having the
instructor's e-mail address on the course syllabus allows
students to send questions, make appointments, or turn in

assignments. It is also a convenience for the instructor, as
it can save time and save paper.
An instructor can also send mass e-mails to an entire
class or a specific group hy creating a "nickname" and entering students' individual e-mail addresses. If you have
Eudora, this is done hy clicking Tools, then going to Address Book.

Bulletin Board Systems (BBS )-A BBS is a form of on1ine discussion group. Using a BBS can he a great w;iy to
carry on class discussions outside of the physical cJm,sroom
and encourage students to interact with each other on-Ii ne.
One benefit of an on-line discussion forum is that it increases students' opportunities to participate - especially
those students who may not be particularly talkativ(' in
class.
I have had good results from a BBS system for my
classes hosted hy the KSU server. To get a look at the
courses using BBS, point your web browser to
bbs.kennesaw.edu. Moderated discussion forums, such as
those hosted hy a university BBS, require a password to post
a message on the system, hut anyone with a weh browser
can read the messages.
Newsgroups & Listserv,~ -A newsgroup is another type of
discussion forum, in which people with similar interests,
whether occupational, academic, or leisure, can exchange
information and carry on discussions. Most newsgroups are
maintained and distributed hy a system called USENET.
It works the same as a BBS; users post messages and rnterested parties can read them.
Depending on what browser you have, you can click on
News Server or Discussion Groups and view the newsgroups
avai ]able on your system. Newsgroups are broken down
in to ca t.egories, such as "alt" for alternative topics, "k 12" for
education topics, "soc" for social issues, and so on. Each category wil 1 have hundreds or thousands of active
newsgroups on a number of issues and interests.
One classroom use for newsgroups is to assign st11denh
to find discussion groups appropriate to the disciplim' or
course and follow the discussions. Many students an· ahll'
to tap into sources of information about. an issue or topic
that. are not available elsewhere. There are a number of
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specialized discussion groups that would he of interest to
students and instructors.
One good place to start is www.liszt.com/news/, which is
searchable database of newsgroups.
A Listserv is yet anotber type of discussion group that
allows users to subscribe to an e-mail list that distributes
mf'ssat~f;s. A student can subscribe to a specific group on,
say foreign language education. They will then receive
messages from this discussion group in their e-mail, which
they can read, respond to, or delete. A good place to find a
1ist of academic-oriented Listservs is n2h2.com/kovacs/.

World Wide Web Pages-College faculty can use a web
page for a number of things. And the technology has become so easy, and there is so much help available, there is
no longer a "good" reason why every instructor can't have
their own web page or pages.
Many faculty have "personal" web pages that list their
academic specialties, research and professional interests,
etc., and have links to other pages that have detailed course
information. Some just have course syllabi posted. Others
may post lecture notes, homework assignments, inter-active
quizzes and exercises, links to research information, and access to class discussion groups. To catch a glimpse of how
some college instructors are utilizing web pages, go to one
or more of the following web sites:
www.bus.iun.indiana.edu/users/larry /fa cul ty.h tm;
accG.i ts.brooklyn.cuny.edu/-pha Isa 11/; www.und.nodak.edu/
instruct/knorman/521/handlit.html. To see some examples
of inter-active web pages, try walking through a heart dissection: www.heart la h.rri. uwo.ca/ dissection/ dissection .h tm
Do some French grammar exercises: www2.sp.utexas.edu/
fr/student.qry Plot some geometric models
(www.geom.umn.edu/-(jw /pisces/ demos/ mode Is.cgi).
On-line Research Assignments-One of the greatest uses
of the Internet for education is individual or group-focused
research. More instructors are assigning students research
projects that involve using the WWW for accessing research data, government documents, scholarly journals, reports from think tanks and private foundations, and sites
for academic research. As more information becomes avai !able on-line, students can cast a wider net in their research
activities.
For example, in my political science courses many students have great success using sites like Thomas
(thomas.loc.gov.), which is a site supported by the Library of
Congress, providing access to its database on current and
past legislation. Another popular site is \l(ixPop
(www.voxpop.org), which is a gateway to hundreds of sites
relating to government and political research.
Instructors and students in the physical sciences may
start at the homepage of the National Science Foundation
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(www.nsf.gov); those in English or literature may want to
visit the Literature on the Web Index (www.nagasakigaigo.ac.jp/ncs/facul ty _staff/ishikawa/am Ii tl k119th/
reaL_ind.htm). One word of warning, though-make sure
students document their sources, especially the primary
source of information. There is a fair amount of junk out
there, along with undocumented sources. However, if sources
are meticulously documented, it needn't be a problem.

On-line Courses-Many colleges and universities now allow students to take courses entirely over the Internet.
Visit one of these "virtual" classrooms at the University of
Maine: (www.enm.maine.edu/courses/business.bua2G:3weh/J.
Or how about this, a consortium of several western states
have joined forces to create an on-line credit-granting institution of higher education, where courses are exclusively
on the world wide web - visit Western Ciovernors lJnivcrsi ty (www.westgov.org/smart/vu/vu.html ).
Course Management Software-There arc software programs available that are tailored to the needs of college instructors who are looking for a package, or ''suite" of appl ications that bring together various tools and rnsources usl'ful for on-line instruction. Some of the better known are
Web Course in a Box, TopClass, and WebCT.
Academic institutions may be able to get preferred
rates for site licenses, depending on the number of users.
have had good results using Web Course in a Box for my upper level classes. This program allows the instructor lo
post course information, syllabi, lecture notes, schedules,
special announcements, links to class discussion forums,
and 1inks to WWW si tcs. All of the features a re integrated
into one package that students can access by using a login
ID and password.
On-line Resources For Instructors-There are a number
of helpful resources for college instructors who want to use
Internet technology in their courses. There are sites of interest for beginners up to advanced users on ewrything
from how to set up and use discussion groups to how t.o use a
homepage and post inter-active exercises.
One place to start is the World Lecture Hall
(www.utexas.edu/world/lecture/index.htmll, which is a
huge set of links to college courses currently using Internet
technology, from Accounting through Zoology. Also, check
out Teaching Sites on the Web (www.unc.edu/-healdric/
soci380/wehlinks.html) and the City University of Hong
Kong (edtools.cityu.edu.hk/wwwtools). For an mdex of web
links that can take to these sites and much more, visit the
educational technology links on my homepage:
ksumail.kennesaw.edu/-kswint/bookmark.htrn.

*

Editors Note: This a1ticle is a report done by the author in
fulfillment of a Kennesaw State Uni ucrsi ty Su mmerStipend Award during the Summcrof 1997

PROVIDING GUIDANCE FOR INTERNET USE
CATHERINE PRICE, DEPARTMENT HEAD AND PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY,
VALDOSTA STATE UNIVERSITY

More and more faculty are finding the Internet to be a
vaiuabie teaching tooi and are incorporating its use in
their courses, This tool is a vast resource for obtaining and
exchanging information, but it is unrestricted and unregulated. Unlike traditional resources which are reviewed and
edited by professionals, anyone with HTML skills can create and upload a home page. Many students are not discriminating users of Internet resources because they lack
the experience or training to make qualitative judgments
about available on line information. Also, many faculty
and students are not aware of their legal responsibilities
regarding use of information on the Internet. If students'
practices are to meet expectations, it is helpful for instructors to provide/model evaluative and legal guidelines for
Internet resources. The purpose of this article is to describe
those guidelines.

Guidelines for Evaluating Internet Resources
Online information is distinguished from traditional classroom materials by three characteristics. Information on
the Internet is extensive, dynamic, and readily accessible.
It is provided by individuals and organizations from all
countries and on every topic: it is modified, revised, or deleted with relative ease; it is obtained immediately, inexpensively, and without a great deal of effort. However, the
infinite number of reputable sites can be located right beside limitless unreliable sites. Because teachers and students have a greater responsibility in determining the
quality and usefulness of Internet resources, it is necessary
to provide strategies for: a) making decisions as to what information should be used, b) for selecting that information,
and c) for limiting the flow of information to accomplish
instructional goals.
The three main categories of criteria for determining a
site that is reputable, reliable, and easy to use are content,
design, and access. Content is the most important of the
three and involves the validity and reliabl ity of the information. Design refers to the overall appearance and manner in which the site is presented. Access refers to the retrieval mechanisms allowing full and appropriate access to
the available information. Below are a few guiding questions in each of these categories for evaluating Web sites.

Content

page? Is there a link to a page describing the purpose of
the sponsor? Is there a way to verify the ieg1t1macy of the
sponsor? Is there a phone number or postal address to contact for more information?
Authority- Who wrote the site? Is the author qualified in the field? Are the author's credentials clearly
stated? Is contact information for the author included in
the Web site? What does the UHL tell you about the site?
Is it an educational institution or government or commercial? If it is a commercial site, is it a source you can trust.'I
Accuracy- How well researched is the presented information? Is the information based on research or unsupported
generalizations and personal opinions? Does the site contain documentation and references? Are the sources clearly
listed so they can be verified in another source? ls there a
reliance on secondary source material over primary
sources? Is it clear who has the ultimate responsibility for
the accuracy of the material?
Objectivity- Is the information presented in a manner
free from bias, propaganda, or misinformation? Does it contain the personal agenda of the author or a specific group?
Is the information provided as a public service? Is the information free of advertising? Is any advertising on the
page clearly differentiated from the informational content?
Currency- When was the page first placed on the Weh'I
When was the information written? Is the creation date
posted directly on the site? ls the information up-to-date?
When was it last revised? Are there clear indications that
the material is kept current? If the material is presented
in graphs/charts, is it clearly stated when the data was
gathered?
Scopc - Are descriptions of the scope and criteria for inclusion provided'? What is the breadth and detail of the information'? ls coverage a complete or partial picture of the
subject? How useful is the information for the user's purposes? Are there links to additional information?
Design-Layout/Presentation - How is the information
presented? Are headers, mixed font sizes, and white space
used appropriately'? Can the information be easily interpreted?
Graphics- What is the quality of graphics? Are the
images attractive? Do they enhance the information? Are
the number and size of the images appropriate? Do graphics support ease of navigation? Does the user have an option to examine the graphic and not download a large file?

Purpose - What is the intent of the information? Why is it
being communicated? Is it clear who is sponsoring the
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Do images load quickly? Are the graphics so extensive that
the content of the site is lost in download time?
St rue tu re - Is organization of the content evident and
convenient? ls there an overview that precedes the contents? Does the user obtain a sense of the breadth and diversity of the content covered? Are there options to link
di
with each disti net section of the content?
Writing Style Is the text well-written? Is the content
age-appropriate? Is the writing free of grammatical, spelling, and other typographical errors? Are charts/graphs
clearly labeled and easy to read?
Intemctiuity- Does the design provide for active user
involvement?
Multim.edia - Do the graphics, text, sound, and video
compliment each other? Do the additional channels add to
the information or could the same result be accomplished
with text only?
Access- Stability Can you rely on the site staying
there? Is the technical performance level consistent?
Speed- Is what you need to see easy to download? Is
the speed of connection to links appropriate?
Navigation - Is it easy to find your way around the
site? Does the user have a consistent sense of context at any
given time?
Connectiuity- Are links described in a way that avoids
unproductive browsing? Do all pages allow the user to return to the home page or to another part of the site?
Searchable- Are the key words logical? Do they allow
a variety of entry points?
Cost - Is the information you need free, or does it 1ink
to a section that requires access fees?

Guidelines for Legal Internet Resource Use
B~thics is one obvious reason that faculty should know and
fol low guide! ines for legal use of Internet resources. Professionals respect the intellectual property of others and
expect to receive acknowledgment and credit for their
scholarly/creative work Because instructors want to promote intellectual growth and to discourage plagiarism,
they should provide students with information about their
ethical/legal responsibilities and give opportunities to
practice those behaviors. The process by which students
learn, internalize, and consistently exhibit ethical/legal
behavior requires knowledge, practice, and observation of
the behavior performed by an admired person. Modeling is
one of the most influential factors in establishing or
changing attitudes and behavior; so it is important for instructors to overtly set the example for ethical/legal attitudes and practices when using Internet resources. If
these noble reasons are not convincing, self preservation
might be the deciding factor. Illegal use of Internet re-
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sources has been made a felony and faculty can be found liable in court judgments.
The principle of fair use for educational purposes in
the 1978 copyright law is considered when determining legal use. Because of new technologies, "fair use'· guide] i nes
have been modified many times and additional modifications are expected to be finalized in 1998. These new
amendments include rather conservative interpretations of
"fair use" in the areas of multimedia, digital images. and
distance education. Generally, students have leeway to use
material from other sources in their productions for class
assignments; but they cannot use those productions for
other purposes.
Each Internet site should indicate its policy for reproducing information contained at that site. Educators
should make certain that if a site al lows reproduction of its
materials for educational purposes that a copy of that statement is placed on file and included in any copies that may
be distributed. If the site's policy is not evident, permission
should be secured from the copyright holder. Documented
permission can give instructors confidence that they are in
compliance.
Below are brief descriptions of the general fair use
principle (Heinich, et al, 1996) and some examples of the
specific rights of authors (Ta lab, 1998).
Fair Use - L Purpose and character of the use - Use
must be for nonprofit educational purposes. 2. Nature of
the copyrighted work The format and intent of the work
must not be altered. 3. Amount and substant1ality of portion used - Specified limitations on the number, amount,
and circumstances of the copying must be fol lowed. 4. Effect of use on the potential market - Copying must not substitute for purchasing the original.
Author's Rights- L Reproduction The right to prevent copying. Downloading to RAM, ROM, or disk would be
considered copying if viewing is longer than "a very brief
period." According to Oliver (As reported in Ta lab, 1998), it
is permissible for students to copy and print out the HTML
of a web site, but not the content. 2. Distribution - The
right to prevent dissemination. Transmitting a downloaded work to a 1istserv or from one network to another is
considered unauthorized distribution of multiple copies. :L
Derivative work - The right to prevent changes to the original work. Putting an altered image, article, or song on a
Web site would be considered a violation. 4. P('rformance The right to prevent public performance. Using CD music
or video clips to develop a production made available for listening/viewing through a computer would be considered a
public performance. 5. Public display The right to pre-

vent pub I ic display of stil I images. Putting a graphic or
phot
on! ine would be considered a violation.
The extensive;, dynamic, and accessible nature of information on the Internet presents new cha! lenges to teachers
and learners. \Vithout adequate tools and strategies, students may become overloaded with information or disoric:nted in countless links. They may he unable to differentiate materials written at different levels of complexity. Assistance from faculty in dealing with on line information
can help students. Cyberpolice are not restricting unrel iable sites nor regulating illegal practices, YETI
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STUDENT VIEWS OF AN ELECTRONIC CLASSROOM
MARK DAVIS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY, NORTH GEORGIA COLLEGE & STATE UNIVERSITY

Encouraged by various faculty development initiatives, many professors have
adopted instructional technologies to enhance learning and meet instructional
goals. In a previous paper (Davis 1997), I discussed the transformation of an introductory biology course lBiol.112) from a traditional setting to a "new chalk" environment. Since then, l have also placed course materials for this class on the World
Wide Web.
I became interested in student altitudes towards multimedia after a coll•"ague
informed me that few studies have addressed the impact of instructional technology
from a student's perspective. Because written comments included in standard
course evaluations are often anecdotal and difficult to assess, I developed a survey
instrument that permitted me to quantify student attitudes about instructional
technology (IT). Gathering ideas from previous studies (Avila et al. 1995, Flora and
Logan 1996, Fox 1996, Pridemore and Klein 1995), I created a Likert.-type survey
which queried students about: the multimedia approach to teaching; the imp;ict of
IT on learning; their preference for IT-enhanced classes; their present computer
ski] ls; the importance of computer skills in future classes and in the work force, as
we! 1 as their perception of the opportunity to develop computer skills as an undergraduate.
Students completed the survey anonymously during the last week of cl as,; and
received two bonus points on the final exam as an incentive for returning the completed form. Seventy-seven of the eighty-one students (95'/r) surveyed returned completed forms. Here I present an overview of survey results from three academic
quarters (Winter 97, Summer 97 and 'Ninter 98). The complete survey and student
responses to each survey item can be accessed via the electronic journa I On Ii 1•e In-
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st ruction: Trends and Issues at the fol lowing URL: http://
le ah i .kcc.hawai i .cd u/ org I tc<m 98/ pa per I davis.h tm l.

have the opportunity to develop computer ski! Is in other
undergraduate courses.

Survey Results

Conclusion

Students' response towards multimedia in the classroom
\vas ovcrv•1helntingJy positive. Ninety-three percent of the
students reported that they enjoyed the multimedia classroom and 94'7r recommended using multimedia in future
Biol. 112 classes. Seventy-nine percent of the students indicated their preference for a multimedia class compared to a
traditional "chalk and blackboard" class. Ninety-three
percent of the students noted that the visually-enriched
classroom he! ped them gain a better understanding of the
course material. Seventy-two percent of students enjoyed
using the computer-based tutorials (including those on the
Web). Eighty-four percent reported that these tutorials
helped their learning and 82'Yr. indicated that the tutorials
helped their grades. Eighty-five percent of the students
recommended 1.hat faculty in otherdepartmentsplace
course materials for their courses on the World Wide Web.
Ninety-one percent of the students noted that access to
course materials on the Web helped their learning.
Ninety-three percent of the students thought it was helpful
to receive lecture notes/outlines (via E-Mail or the Web) on
a topic before I discussed the topic in class.
Responses to questions related to E-Mail emphasized
its value as a potential teaching tool. Eighty-four percent
of the students considered E-Mail an effective means to receive "team data" obtained from the laboratory experiments. Eighty-four percent also deemed it helpful using EMail to read questions that other students submitted to the
professor when the questions (and answers) were posted to a
mail list.
Responses to questions regarding perception of the importance of computer skills were informative,. Students not
only perceived an increased importance of computer skills
during the progress of their undergraduate education, they
also perceived computer ski] ls to be even more essential after graduatrnn. Forty-eight percent believed computer
skills were essential in terms of their current needs as a
studrnt. Sixty-five percent believed that computer skills
would be essential in terms of their future needs as a student and seventy-five percent thought computer skills
would be essential as a graduate in thr work force. Student
confidence in developing these skills did not parallel the
expected need. Al though seventy-seven percent of the students reported that Biol. 112 increased their computer
skills, only forty-eight percent were confident they would

Faculty who choose to incorporate IT into their courses can
improve rnmp11U;r competency of students. Approxirnatrdy
two-thirds of my students reported that Biol. l J 2 enhann;d
their computers skills. All departments should provide
students with opportunities that augment computer Ii teracy. An increase in computer experience across the curriculum would promote ongoing computerization of the
campus culture and would better prepare students to use
computers when they enter the work force.
The survey resu I ts clearly demonstrate student en t.h usiasm for IT. Students not only enjoy this different approach to teaching, they prefer the multimedia classroom
to a traditional one. Students find instructional technology helpful and effective. In my experience, students show
an increased desire to learn when IT is an inte~ral part of
the course.
Multimedia offers faculty a fresh perspective on teaching and learning. More importantly, students recommend
this approach to teaching. The potential of i nst.ructional
technology to implement pedagogical improvement parallels student enthusiasm for this approach. It i.s an exciting
time in higher education.
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IMPLEMENTING TECHNOLOGY INTO THE CLASSROOM
JOHN RONG HUA OUYANG. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY. KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
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All of schools in the United States have computers. Thousands of educational software packages are available on the
market. The production and sales of CD-ROM and Multimedia instructional materials are booming. Despite these
factors, the effective use instructional technology in the
classroom is still not as great as researchers and educators
have expected and predicted. One process that strengthens
the link between hardware and software technologies and
their effective use in instruction and learning is the
SKILL approach to implementing technology into the
classroom.
Implementing technology to achieve a high quality of
instruction and learning is no longer the question of
''should we," but "how do we." Concern about this issue is
increasing at all national, state and local levels.
The United States Department of Education has developed an ambitious national technology plan. According to
the plan, the nation must commit itself to achieving three
key goals by the year 2000: l) all 2.9 mill ion teachers in
America will have received technology training, 2) all
110,000 schools in the nation will be equipped with computers that are connected to the National Information Infrastructure, and 3) all schools will have access to affordable,
high-quality, technology/content based soft.ware for achieving high academic standards. The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) has identified
the use of technology as a fundamental part of the teaching, learning, assessment, evaluation and productivity process.
Governors' support, chancel !ors' emphasis, and school
system administrators' concern have made educational
technology an essential topic today. In Georgia, the state
lottery has funded education technology centers for training pre-service and in-service teachers in the use of educational technology at selected education sites. Millions of
dollars have been spent on the hardware and software.
Galileo (Georgia Library Learning On-line) has become
available for Georgia students to augment print resources.
In addition to Galileo, the most useful portions of US Census data are available on line (Hughes & Bracewell, 1995).
In local schools, more and more computers have entered classrooms. The office of Technology Assessment of
the US Congress has reported that all schools in the United
States own computers, and that the ratio of computers to
students has changed from 1:125 to UJ during the last decade CElectronic Learning, 199:3; Office of Technology Assessment, 1995). In addition, thousands of educational software packages are on the market and local area networks.
Mui ti media resources have become readily available for
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classroom use. Tot.al school resources for both multimedia
hardware and software has reached 10 billion dollars
(Thomerson, 1995). However, there exists a lack of linkages
between technology and the effective use of technolo1;y in
education. Strategies for incorporating technology into the
classroom learning process need to be further explornd.

I

S-K-1 L-L Approach
The general term "Skill" means ability and dexterity,
knowledge, expertness and aptitude, but as an implementation model of using technology in the classroom it h;is more
extensive meanings. "S''stands for SEARCHING; "K"indicates KNOWING, "!"means IMPLEMENTING, "L"signifies LEARNING from, and "L"is for LOOKING ahead.
Sra.rching-The first component of the model is
"Searching." To use technology in the classroom, the instructor must know what is available for instruction and
learning. The process of searching can start at the school
media center. From there, the instructor obtains the information of what hardware and software tools are avai Iable
in the school. A list of accessible hardware equipment and
software packages is a practical and handy resource for the
instructor. The next step of searching is to explore free
catalogs- most technology venders are willing to provide
these catalogs at no charge. From the huge amount of advertising information, the instructor may select those! technologies which may be implemented for classroom i nstruction and learning. Another way of searching is to consult
professional journals. Most of profession al journals wi 11
have new products reviews. These reviews help instn1ct.ors
comprehend the information about the new products
Searching also includes conducting on line searches. Although searching is a time consuming process, it is a worthwhile endeavor.
Knowing-The second component of the model i:"knowing." After completing the search for informa1 ion,
knowledge about instructional technology tools, such as
software packages, becomes imperative. In this component,
the instructor may request copies of soft.ware packag<!s and
other media for preview. Previewing enhances the
instructor's knowledge of the software packages and improves skills necessary to use technology. Key issues for
"knowing" about instructional technology and software
packages include evaluating the content accuracy, ease of
use, and technical appropriateness. It is important t,1 have'
the contents of software packages match the curriculum
guidelines, to have the level of difficulty of using teclrnology meet students' readiness and to have the technological
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features, such as color, sound and animation images, motivate students to learn. The
component m the
the instructor with tlw informaSKILL

mences another round of
mg,

t.ion on what is available, and the "knowing"' component
lwlps t.he instructor learn what tlw instructional tcehnolng" is the third compo-

<l

ment, and

support. With initiative, the in·

every possi bi I ity of using tech no logy in the classroom. The instructor searches for infonrni-

ementation. Based on tlw
from students and the ins true-

and

ills

or using

The SKlLL model of using technology in 1 he classroom
involves the followi
implement technology with specific and clear instructional objectives

to he used, and decide how to

emphasize the mastery of learning with an interdisciplinary approach

In this s1age of tlw process, the instructor
uses a soft\va re
(or, at times, one or two portions of
a packagel in lesson to achieve an
in the curriculum. The instructor should consider whether the technology should he used for classroom demonstration
by the
students, for a group project or individual practice purpose,
and if it should be used in lab
or classroom activity
centers,
Learn inJ;--The fourth component of Uw
"learning from," representing learning from the students,
the environment., and the
on process itself.
Students' achievements of learning can be considered as a
sea le of the effectiveness of the
From
the instructor can gain
insights on using
to teach various concepts and
ski l l8, and
new instructional strategies for designing
activities. Learning from both students' experience with technology and the implementation process itself. the instructor can improve the use of technology in
the classrooms.
LoohinJ;-"Looking ahead" is the last, but not least,
component in the SKILL approach, ''Looking ahead" emupgrading knowledge and skills, stresses redesigning the implementation strategies, and highlights the reorganizing procedures and activities of using
rn
the classrooms. Not only is the technology changing and
developing, but student needs are constantly changing.
for using technology in the classroom must he
consistently upgraded. Using this process, the instructor
makes new plans to improve his or her knowledge and
skills for using technology in the classroom, and com-

integrate implementation strategies with whole class demonstration,

1~

group activities and individual practice
monitor students' learning achievement and keep upgrading the
knowledge and skills of using technology in the classroom
take the cost and effectiveness of using technology into consideration.

learning from and
on and are closely related to each
other. Using this approach can help bridge the gap b(Jtween the
features of
ness of instruction in the classroom.
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functions on

of instructor's initiative, administrators' commi1

nent
The purpose of
emcnting
technology is to enhance inst.ruction and
Therefore, the i
of
should meet the
needs of
and previewing, the instructor should devise a strategy for
in classroom instruction and
when, where and how the technolwi 11 assist the instructor to outline
Based on these hree words.
the
when the software
would ll('. appropriate for use in the lesson, determine

implenwnt

from and looking ahead.
Dissem in ation--The SK ILL
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ON·llNE TEACHING: THE NEW FRONTIER
JEFF GUTLIPH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS, DEKALB COLLEGE
DONNA SCHLOSSENBERG. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS, DEKALB COLLEGE

II

Greetings! I'm JeffGutliph (Mr. GJ and I'm Ms.

was able to shorten my lectures, I was quite happy with

Schlossenberg GvTs. SJ.

whrit I saw an<l wlth what I

Well that's pretty much how we started the class we team
taught in the fall ofl997. The class was an Intermediate Algebra class that was taught using the method of Computer
Assisted Instruction. Course materials: class notes, in-class
projects, and tests as-well-as the syl lahus, assignment sheet
and comprehensive course guide, were all delivered and/or
presented to the students using the Wcirld Wide Web.
Mr. G had been developing interactive on-line coursebased software for the past 2 years. Ms. S noticed what he was
doing and asked to team-teach a course. Mr. G was happy to
have a fellow professional use the software and provide input
for improvements. In addition to providing numerous suggestions for enhancing the software, Ms. Schlossen berg was
able to provide a learning styles survey which Mr. Gutliph
converted to an interactive on-line document. Mr. G was also
able to implement on-line offices and by using a chat program, both he and Ms. S were able to maintain on-line office
hours.
Both of us learned something from our team-teaching
experience.
M1: G explains first:
Um, yes ... we] I. .. first l was reminded that you don't develop software by yourself in a closet. I had learned this
lesson well, I'd thought, when I first introduced the software to the students. Students were not shy about telling
me what they did and did not like and I made changes as
appropriate. Ms.Shad very few suggestions in this area.
When she saw the teacher interface, it was a different story.
The suggestions started flowing. I am still working on
implementing some of them some six months later.
I was also reminded of quite a few techmques that I
used to use to teach different topics as well as several new
methods. I would encourage all faculty members to teamteach a class every few years if possible. For me it was a real
revelation.

And now j(;r Ms. S:
The hardest thing I had to learn was KISS, Keep It Short
Schlossenberg. I was used to going over homework at the beginning of class and then having the remainder of class to
cover new material. In this type of class that method of
teaching did not work. We had to leave time for the computer projects. As Mr. G kept reminding me the "A" in CAI
stands for assisted, "Let the computer assist you." After I

w<lt;

able tu do. \Vhat I

sctw

I

was

I

that the students who understood the lecture were able to
practice their "new found" knowledge immediately by doing
the computer based projects. Student's who had problems
were able to get one-on-one attention from either Mr. U or
me before they went home to do their homework. We even
had some of the more advanced students helping out, which
of course was good for all involved. This had the added advantage that there were far fewer questions asked about
homework problems the following class meeting.
Weil, enough about our classroom experiences, as we were instructed this article "should be based on your conference presentation." We had planned to mention all of the above during the presentation, but due to circumstances beyond our
control, our 60 minute time slot got chopped down to 45 minutes. That was fine with us, it allowed us to jump right into
the software demonstration.
We had decided that we would just treat our presl;n tation as if it were the first day of class. (Once we decided that,
our case of the jitters slacked off a bit.) We were so locked
into this that we had not even considered what would happen if the "Net" went down. We did not even have a handout.
Lucky us, the Net was up. d~ig sigh of relief> This doc;s
present us with a slight problem now. Should we describe
what we did during the presentation? That, we decided,
would be too boring. Instead, Mr. G has set up a web site that
has a special version of the software. It's "special" because it
contains instructions and comnwnts (in red) which an~ not
normally present. It should be enough to get fol ks started.
The web address is:
www.dc.peachnet.edu/-jgu ti i ph/prcsen ta ti on
Enter exactly as typed a hove. You wi 11 lie taken to a page
that lists various presentations. Choose the Conforence on
College & University Teaching presentation. Follow the
links ...
Any questions? Mr. G can be reached at:
jgutliph@dekalb.dc.peachnct.edu and Ms.Scan be reached
at dschloss@dekalb.dc.peachnet.edu
In closing, we'd both like to say that we enjoyed the conference. Wl: hope to attend and possibly present again next
year. For ya']] that ain't been to Kennesaw, gol I.Just had lo
slip some of that southern speak in there, didn't you Mr. G"I
<Mr. G grins through the half-opened closet door. A slight.
chuckle can be heard over the clacking keyboard.>
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COLLABORATIVE LEARNING AND COMPUTERS
DARRELL FIKE, INSTRUCTOR, DIVISION OF ARTS & SCIENCES, BAINBRIDGE COLLEGE
ROB GINGRAS, INSTRUCTOR, DIVISION OF ARTS & SCIENCES, BAINBRIDGE COLLEGE

Collaborative learning prepares students for today's workplace, an

concrete and clearly defined presence. The group creates the st.an·

incrcaslng]y competitive enviroruneut in which rnany C(Jn1panics

dards by which individual tasks arc measured and provides an1plc

employ teams or work groups to develop effective solutions for the

and immediate feedback. The group members, in determining the

ch al lengcs and problems they face. Companies actively recruit indi-

quality and completeness of individual tasks, learn t.o negotiate

viduals who have good communication skills, who can relate we] l

and compromise, not only in the planning stages of the project but

with others, and who arc comfortable with proposing and evaluat-

also in the critical gi ve-and-takc of assessing individual perfor-

ing ideas in a group setting. Learning to work collaboratively fa-

mance and integrating these separate tasks into the completed

cilitates the development of these ski] ls and makes our students

project.

more attractive and productive job candidates. Collaborative learn·
ing functions effectively in the college classroom as a sound peda-

Technology aids collabomtive leaming by providing a medium ofintemction and sophisticatl'd tools for project development. Networked directories in a computer lab enable easy file
sharing. Students may save their individual work into a shared file,
and that work may then be reviewed and commented upon by other

gogical tool which may be adapted to suit a variety of disciplines
and skill levels.
The computer lab is the ideal site for instituting collaborative
learning practices into the classroom. Networked directories,

students at different times and from different points of access. This

word-processing programs, and Internet and e-mail faci l itics pro·

case of accesses foci] itatcs and allows for increased peer-to-peer in·

vide ready and able tools for student-to-student interaction. This

tcraction. E-mail, available to students on many campuses free of

student-to-student interaction enables collaborative projects that

charge, provides students with a ready and easy means of communi-

not only mirror the functions of the work-place but which also pro-

cating with each other or the teacher about collaborative projects.

vide students with a sense of purpose, focus, and audience. Collabo-

E-mail offers a means of sharing and sending graphics or files pre-

rative learning thus makes interesting and efficient use of new

pared by an individual to the whole group. E-mail may work also to

technology while creating a dynamic learning environment cen-

encourage less talkative members who may be shy in face-to-face

tered on student interaction.

situations to express themselves, and e-mail, as a written form of

Collabomti uc Leaming provides students an increased sense of
purpose. Students arc empowered to shape the outcome of their
projects, and thus feel more in control and connected to the work
they arc doing. Students view their efforts as not merely "busy"
work assigned by a teacher but as a vital component of the overall
project as determined by a group of their peers. Students must report to other group members first, providing a sense of purpose
with more immediate consequences and relevance than a distant
grade or conference with the teacher. Teachers should take care to
ensure that the collaborative assignments they crcatc--whilc specific and goal-dircctcd--are assignments that allow for more than
one outcome or manifestation; thus, groups create projects which
reflect their own understanding, knowledge, and viewpoints.
Collabomtivc lraming provides students an increased sense of
focus. Students can divide their projects into manageable tasks
which seem less daunting and easier to accomplish than tackling a
whole project own their own. Students arc able to select tasks which
arc suited to their individual interests, experiences, and expertise.
Thus, students work from a position of strength, and can share
their abilities and know-how with students less prepared or
knowledgeable.Individual tasks, since they arc part of the group's
ovcral l goal and have been determined or assigned collaboratively,
arc viewed as integral to the whole project, providing individual
students with a sense of focus and motivation.
Collabomtivc Leaming provides studcn ts with an increased
sense of audience. Students in the collaborative group arc the first
and most important audience for an individual's work, and arc a
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communication, may encourage all members to reflect on the issue
at hand as they compose their messages. Easy-to-use and incxpcn·
sivc software programs provide word-processing and multi-media
tools which allow students to create interesting and up-to-date
projects. These tools encourage creativity and exploration, and may
foster an increased sense of collaboration as students learn from
each other or explore the possibilities together. Internet sources
available in many compnter labs offer an avenue to information
and material which students might draw from in creating their
projects. In processing this information, students must learn to ap·
ply criteria of selection and assessment as determined by the group,
and learn to limit and focus their research and information gathering.
In conclusion, collaborative learning provides greater opportunities for learning in at least two very important ways: the quantity of ideas increases and the quality of ideas increases. With multi pie thinkers available to think creatively, more ideas arc expressed and considered. In considering these ideas and options,
groups often must negotiate and synthesize, taking incomplete or
vague notions and refining them to fit the group's ovaall goals. As
individuals, group members learn from each other and arc challenged to become more specific and articulate in expressing and formulating ideas. Technology, ever only a tool which reflects the ere·
ativity and commitment of the user, coupled with the dynamic
learning environment of a well-designed group project, can work
wonders to facilitate effective collaboration among students.

*

SEE WHAT YOUR STUDENTS ARE THINKING!
ANDREW J BROVEY. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY. VALDOSTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Whether they're called mind maps, o;emantic nets or webs,
thinking tools for teachers and
concept maps offer
learners. For teachers they offer a means to uncover naive
theories and misinformation in
content areas. and provide an assessment of lesson clarity. For students they are

much of the frustration inherent in the paper and
to concept mapping. The computer and appropnate software enable learners to create. move, label and
modify
elements or links with relative; ease. In-

a vehicle to integrate new information with information

thl' best known
of programs
for this purpose. Benefits of using
such programs include:

a knowledge construction kit.

I

I

, available for hotli the Macintosh and Windows

rather than the st.a tic
associations.
re Ia ted facts and i
of active
mapping promotes a li
the learner
a
role in creating
the concept map. Hesearch suggests concept
maps are most effective when the students create their own
maps
the
process. Students show best re-

-

multiple copies can be made of the concept map illustrating each
stage of development while constructing the map
-

with the use of a computer

motivation and encourages individual expression
students are able to revise and evaluate their concept maps

ping enables students to see that concepts do not exist in
isolation and that each concept
on its
to many others for meaning (Halferty & Fleschner, 199:3).

and integrate
learned, and generate new knowledge from tho
of existing
ideas (Wholeben, 1994). A student who is using concept
from its current, Jinhierarchical form. In oroar form into a
dor for a student to do this successful
she must identify
concepts, arrange them, and relate them to each other
in a meaningful way (Wandersee, 1990). This is crucial information for the teacher involved because it is concrete
evidence of how we! l the student understands the ski] Is and
ideas being
(Scant! ing, McAlesse, Tietjen, & Strand,
1992). In general then, the literature shows that the capacity to form relational knowledge is related to the degree to
which students have an organized conceptual structure
which they have helped to create, and which shows the connections between conceptual elements with labeled links.
The common tools for building semantic networks are
pencil, paper and eraser. The mapping process requires frequent real-time revision as a student or group of students
struggles to clearly define and capture a concept and its associations. Students can find the process of making and
paper-hased maps tedious and time-consuming.
Enter the computer.
In much the same way that word processors facilitate

individualized instruction of concept mapping can be accomplished

computers provide an interactive experience which raises student

sults from maps that define the connections between the
concepts (Anderson-] nman & Zeitz, 199:JJ.
map-

All maps that a student creates illustrate the understanding and prior knowledge that the student possesses concerning the material being mapped. The maps summarize

making the revision process faster and less burdensome

rr1

a

convenient and trouble-free fashion and reorganize knowledge as it
changes according to their understanding
switching between outline and graphical views of the same
information
-

the addition of multimedia elements such as graphics. pictures and
sounds
the ability to easily collapse and expand portions of the map to aid in
focusing discussion and enhancing attention to chosen sections

Inspiration'" and programs likl' it provide potent tocils for
engaging learners in constructing relational
knowledge in virtually any content area.

*
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DARWIN WAS RIGHT! THE EVOLUTION OF DISTANCE LEARNING AT DARTON COLLEGE
CHRIS ROBBINS. DIRECTOR. CONTINUING EDUCATION. MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN
ULF KIRCHDORFER. BOARD OF REGENTS DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR, DARTON COLL.EGE

Although the term distance learning is a relatively new one, the

vclopmcnt of on-1 i ne courses began a year later, and it was then

idea that it is possible to take educational opportunities to stu-

Lhat we lia<l an epiphany.

dents who are unable to attend traditional classes certainly is not.

l n the grant a pp! ication that u I ti ma t.cly rl'su I led in the de·

Correspondence courses, for example, arc a fa mi liar and sti Ji qui tc

vclopmcnt of our first on-line course, we proposed the develop-

popular method of instructional delivery. Jn f'act, it seems, one

ment of"an English Composition I course which utilizes multiple

can rarely open TV Guide (to sec what's on PBS or the Discovery

technologies and which can be delivered via multiple distancl'

Channel, of course), without being assailed by advertisements en-

learning delivery systems." Our intent was to c!evcl•ip

couraging you to get your diploma or degree by mail.

ries for delivery via television, a series of supplement.al videos

We're more sophisticated than that these days, even on a rela-

11

video se·

and multimedia presentations for use in the traditional classroom

tively smal I community col legc campus. We've experimented

and in classes taught via video conference, and a stand-alone nn-

with, and largely abandoned, telephone conferencing, tried, and

1i ne class. We entered the project fully aware of the .;trengths and

mostly stopped, sending students videotapes of classes conducted

weaknesses of each of the three distance learning delivery sys-

on campus. Though arguably an improvement over print-based

tems with which

courses, these methods of delivery were tool imitcd to create an cf-

University System of Georgia's largest producer/provider of col-

W<'

would be working. (Dart.on College is the

fc•ct.ivc educational program, since they were essentially passive

lege-credit tel ccourses, one of its most acti vc video conferencing

learning approaches. As technology in general has developed and

sites, and was among· the first University System of Georgia insti-

matured (and become more affordablei, so too have instructional

tutions to offer on-line classes.) We were, in fact, already using a

delivery systems. Our emphasis is now on television, video

variety of technologies to enhance commu nic:ation in distance

conferencing, and the Internet, and the blending of these tech-

learning courses. But we had not considered using mu! tip le dis-

nologies to maximize the effectiveness of instruction and achieve

tance learning systems to de! ivcr primary course content..

true interactive learning.

When multiple technologies arc used

in conjunction with one another, distance learning (or distance

We soon realized that by combining

the~

traditional video

tclccourse (which is well suited for the del ivcry of large quant i-

education, if you prefer) transcends physical distance, creating a

tics of information and for demonstration, lmtis not at all int.er·

personal bond between an instructor who is in one place and a stu-

active) with on-line instruction and the communications tech-

dent who just happens to be in another. E-mail, list.serves, forums,

nologies we al ready employed in distance learning courses, we

chat rooms, and Internet video conferencing can all be used to fos-

could create a highly effective distance lea ming· pedagogy. For

ter student-teacher and student-student interaction, al lowing

each video episode, we created a corollary on-line lesson with both

both the spontaneous, free-flowing discussions of the traditional

duplicate and supplemental content, as wel I as interactive comp1J·

classroom and a new, asynchronous method of discussion that

ncnts not possible in a course delivered exclusively on video. Each

lends itself to more contemplative thought.

on-line lesson also includc;s a narrated multimedia presentation.

At. Dart.on College, all instructors teaching distance learning classes arc r<'quircd to maintain "electronic" office hours, dur-

The built-in redundancy of the duplicate content and the multi·
modal approach to content clc I ivcry ensure students enrol led in

ing which they arc available to students by phone, facsirni](', and

the course wi 11 havl2 ample opportunity to master each lesson and

In tern ct Relay Chat. Students arc a !so a hie to schcdu lc In tern ct

provide for students with varying learning styles. A !though the

video conferences with their instructors. The result would seem

video and on-1 inc versions of the course are complete in and of

to be a paradox. Students enrolled in distance learning classes re-

themselves, with the full course content and all assignments

port greater one-to-one interaction with their instructors than do

available from both formats, it is the combination of these: tech-

their peers enrolled in on-campus classes.
The use of multiple technologies also enhances the effectiveness of instructional de] ivery. As is the case with most institu-

nologies that represents what we believe is an evolutionary stl'p
in the delivery of instruction via electronic media.
While the evolution of distance learning is not complete (and

tions, Dart.on's initial distance l<:arning offerings util izcd a single

isn't ever likely to be so), We believe one can now argue that dis-

technology as their primary delivery system. Georgia's invest-

tance learning represents the third great shift in cducatiomil de-

ment in a statewide video conferencing network and Darton's

livery. As nomadic scholars followed by cager students gave wav

agrc<:ment with our local cable television provider to operate th('

to brick-and-mortar i nsti tut.ions of learning, so too must those in-

region's educational access channel offered the institution a natu-

stitutions now give way to the deli very of instruction to students

ral starting point for distance learning course development.. De-

through electronic media. Jn the past we have expected our students to come to us. Now, we must take our services to them. Distance learning technology will make this possible.
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STRATEGY FOR TEACHING ABOUT SOCIOCULTURAL CHANGE
STEPHEN CHILDS, PROFESSOR, ANTHROPOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY & CRIMINAL JUSTICE, VALDOSTA STATE UNIVERSITY

The occupational futures of most of my students will not he
out in classroom setting-s. Instead, they will find
i'l
. l
ihen1selves iu real world situations cha:racierizc~d
11u1uity ratber than texthook certainty, and they will have to
make decisions hased on information they can secure and
interpret quickly. The fol lowing- instructional approach,
used in my Sociocultural Change course, departs from the
traditional lecture format in that it employs independent
prohlem solving- and utilizes E-mail communication.
The course begins with students being- assigned readings consisting of (a) a major ethnog-raphic work of a rural
peasant village and (b) a collection of theoretical articles
which address, among other topics, cultural, social, and psychological barriers to directed change, and firsthand accounts of applied anthropologists who have directed rural
development programs. Each student is assigned a different village study, and completes that part of the course assignment independently. The theoretical articles are read
hy the entire class, and are the basis for a series of classroom lectures and discussions which extend through the
first seven weeks of a ten week quarter.
By the eighth week, each student has completed reading their ethnographic study, and has developed an indepth familiarity with the sociocultural fabric of"their"
particular villag-e. At this point, each person is assigned an
innovation to introduce into their villag-e. The innovation
may be a new hybridized strain of corn, a vaccination program, or a district-wide literacy program. Since I am already familiar with the ethnographic case studies I assigned, I select the particular innovation to be introduced
to each village. Having received their assignment, each
student is required to develop a comprehensive program
proposal which out] ines the types of cultural, social and
psychological barriers expected to be encountered, the
strategics to be employed for overcoming these, and a program justification which emphasizes how the design strategy insures a maximal "fit" between the innovation and the
broader sociocultural fabric of the community.
The proposal, and its justification elements, together
constitute a focused application of the theoretical and
methodological readings covered in the course to this point.
The proposals are graded, and students meet with the
me individually to discuss critiques; in these meetings they
are given advice and suggestions for improving the change
design. Following this meeting, they are given 72 hours to
make alterations to their proposals, and the proposal is
then re-submitted. Armed with the revised proposals,
which in essence consist of refined analyses of obstacles to

change and strategies for overcoming these, and with each
student's E-mail address, instruction now shifts to E-mail.
()ver the fol lowing t\vo weeks, I cornn1unicate \vi th
each student individually via E-mail. In these communications, I inform the student of unexpected events which impact upon the implementation process. For example, if a
student is introducing a vaccination program to the village, I may inform that student that within the past few
hours a child who has received the vaccination has become
sick. \Vhile the sickness is unrelated to the vaccine just received, the villagers are not certain of this, and rumors are
emerg-ing which link vaccinations to an experimental biological program secretly funded by the C.l.A. The student
is given a specified period of ti me to devise a strategy for
quelling these fears, and in so doing insuring the continued
success of the program.
The time limit for an E-mail response to these situations is typically 48 hours following notification of the new
turn of events. The effective time may be less than th is,
since I may notify the student of the crisis in the wee hours
of the morning! The response wi 11 necessitate going back to
the ethnographic data as well as lecture notes. Each student is presented with a series of four such challenges.
Conducted in this fashion, the outcome of the course is
a portfolio consisting of an initial proposal, a revised proposal, and four reports outlining action reconfigurations
and the rationale for each. For the student, the course represents an opportunity to design a program which incorporates actual data, and which is limited only by imagination
and ingenuity.
My experience with this type of course design has
been extremely positive. Since students are informed of
course requirements on the first day of class, they become
immediately aware of the need to read assig-nments in a
somewhat. more reflective manner, with an eye toward application. In addition, class discussions tend to be more
lively and questions more focused. Simply put, thinkingbecomes more active. Student response has also been positive. The notion of designing and implementing a plan of
one's own seems to have real appeal-this is perceived as
something that one can "get into." The fact that there is
something of a "gaming" behavior involved seems to further enhance the experience. Finally, I find students developing collaborative unions in which they share ideas
for designs, discuss readings, and, not infrequent.ly, t:ommiserate with one another about design cha!
during- early morning hours.

I
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BRING BACK THE DEAD
DEBORAH ELAINE BEMBRY. ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION. ALBANY STATE UNIVERSITY

2. Students research the educator/philosopher.

How did it go? Slow at first, of course. Even though students were bored with the professor's lectures and demonstrations, they complained about having to do 1·esearch and
"get up before the class." However, once it hecame clear
that the assignment remained, some got husy researching
and coming up with ideas on how to present creatively.
These were the ones who usually volunteered to present
first. Others who had not been as industrious or didn't have
a "creative bone in their bodies" were motivated and stimulated by the first presenters. A few "unchal
students simply read from the encyclopedia.
Was it successful? A resounding
The ;wthor has
been more than pleased. Students have been vvry creative
(and resourceful) over the years. They have made presentations in the form of interviews, eulogies, memorial services,
talk shows, demonstrations, mini-skits, video tapes, games
and the like. Each quarter, the type of presentation has
grown. Thus the title, Bring Bar'h the Dead sel'med soappropriate. Students were required to and succussfully made
these people come alive through their presentations. Their
classmates often participated and even when they did not.
they appeared to be interested in what was going on. Somt'
tried to "out do" others. There was a lot of competi t.ion to
produce the better skit or demonstration.
Students were not only successful in making interesting and informative presentations, they seemed to do hettn
on the test than the prnfessor remembered students who
listened to lectures in earlier years. To test this hypothesis,
students were given a study sheet with a list of educators
and their contributions to education. The author briefly
reviewed the material with them, then administered a fifty
item matching test. Needless to say, they did not do very
well. The pretest mean was 23.36 with a raw score range of
four to fifty-two. Twenty-five of the original fifty items
were given for the posttest. The class mean was ()9.44 with
a raw score range of 4 to 100.
Some might he tempted to say familiarity with the test
was the reason for the significant improvement. While
that is certainly a possibility, one might change his mind
when it is revealed that seven (7) students took the post test
only and their mean was similar (()J.71) to the posttest
means of those who had taken the pre and posttests.
It appears that this approach to teaching is an effective alternative to the lecture. It not only created rntercst
and improved attendance, it improved achievement.I It

3. Presentations (usually 10 minutes each) must be creative (not read

seems William Glasser was right on target'

No, this is not a primer on how to hold seances or literally
revive a dying person, rather an attempt to revive participation, 'ittendancc, interest and achievement in students
who typically call classes horing.
Lecturing has received its fair share of criticism as
the poorest strategy for teaching most students. Yet teachers continue to use it as a primary mode of instruction.
When one takes into consideration that many students arc
visual rather than aural learners, one can readily understand why this criticism is well founded. As a matter of
fact, according to Madelyn Burly-Al Jen's hook, The Forgotten Shi I I, people communicate forty (40) percent of the time
by listening, thirty-five (3fl) percent through talhing, sixtcoen (16) percent by reading and only nme (9) percent by
u.>riting William Glasser states that people learn ten (l())
percent. of what they read, twenty (20) percent of what they
heru; thirty (;JO) percent of what they see, fifty (fl()) percent
of what they both see and hear, seventy (70) percent of what.
is diseussed with others, eighty (80) percent of what they
experience and ninety-five (9fl) percent of what they teach
to some one else. Thus research and experience shows that
if one combines the strategies or finds ways of making lectures as inviting as television or other forms of media, students will he more attentive and learn information as we] I.
For years, t.he author struggled to find ways to make
the history and philosophy portion of her Introduction to
Education class less horing. Students often peered hack at.
the professor with glassy eyes, skipped class when this section of the course was being taught. In the first place, they
could not. understand "why we need to know ahout the history of education." Furthermore, they wondered "who needs
to know what Socrates, Rousseau or Dewey contributed to
the field of education?".
After a couple of years of seemingly lost lectures or disinterested students and poor test scores, the author decided
on a different approach. Let students do the workl Use student presentations to provide some variety and such a
strategy also makes the student an "expert" on the contributions of at least one educator/philosopher. Secondly, students would likely remember "something" about other educators/philosophers if their peers made an interesting presentation. Thus, the assignment evolved as follows:
1 . Students are assigned one educator/philosopher each.

from a copy from the encyclopedia, book, a biography or the Internet.
4. Presentations must be informative (leave out birth, death, number of
children and other trivialities; include contributions to students
understanding of education as it has evolved over the years).
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ARE WE DOING ANYTHING INTERESTING IN CLASS TODAY?
INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES TO SPARK STUDENTS' INTEREST
TAMARA SHUE. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH. DEKALB COLLEGE

During each quarter, classes can fall into a repetitious pattern. To keep ciasses fresh and to engage the students' interest, I incorporate into my courses several innovative
techniques that are alternatives to lecturing and that
change the pace.
One activity that my students complete throughout
the entire quarter is journals. The main objective of journals is to help students feel more comfortable with writing
because many students feel that they cannot satisfactorily
complete a writing assignment. By requiring students to
write one full page on a variety of topics, they gain self-confidence in their writing abilities, so when they write an inclass essay or an exit essay exam, they know that they have
something to say, no matter what the topics are. Also, since
I do not grade the grammar and organization of the journal
entries, the students feel better about trying some of the
more uncommon organizational methods and lesser-used
punctuation. Once students grow comfortable with these
elements, some of these "new" writing and grammatical
strategies appear in their essays.
Students receive a set of five journal topics every two
weeks and complete a total of four sets of journals during
the quarter. Each journal entry is worth five points, so
each set of journal topics equals twenty-five points; therefore, with four sets of journals, the total assignment is
worth one hundred points. The journals count five percent
of the students' final grade.
Also, throughout the quarter I ask the students to assemble cut-up essays. I type an essay and take away the
paragraphing and the transitions. I cut the essay into
seven or eight parts (often where the specific details of the
body paragraph begin), ask students to get into pairs, and
assemble the essay into the proper order. Then, I put a copy
of the essay in its proper order on the overhead, and as a
class we discuss the contextual clues which led the students
to assemble the essay in the order they did.
Assembling essays helps students to think about the
flow and unity of a composition. Also, this activity can
lead to good discussions about the transitions and specific
details found in well-written essays.
To further encourage students to consider thoughtfully what they include in their essays. the students act out
a "trial" based on a script that I provide. This trial is for a
woman accused of murdering her husband. There are seven
speaking parts, and I ask for students to volunteer for these
roles while the rest of the students serve on the jury. I give
the students with speaking parts a copy of the script that,
as the students read it and act out the trial, presents evi-

dence against the defendant that seems overwhelming, inciuding only the defendant's fingerprints found on the gun.
the defendant and her husband recently got $2fi0,(l00 life
insurance policies, and the next-door neighbor places the
defendant at the scene of the crime at the time of the murder. The only defense offered is that the defendant claims
she was at the dentist's office at the time of the murder.
When the actors reach the end of the script, the trial is
turned over to the jury members who reach a verdict. They
jury presents its verdict of guilty (the script is written in
such a way that the students definitely reach this decision I,
but then I tell the class that the defendant is actually innocent. As a class we discuss ways to prove her innocence.
This exercise reminds the students not to assume that
the reader knows exactly what they are trying to communicate; they need to write in such a way as to make their·
points very clear to their reader.
The final, and most attention-grabbing activity, involves making peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. To set
up this activity, I tell students the following scenario:
It's :3:00 a.m., and you are asleep. Al 1 of a sudden a bright
light shines through your window and wakes you up. When
you go into the backyard, you find an alien spacecraft and
an alien who speaks English beeause he has moniton!d the
earth's airwaves. The alien asks to spend th() night, mid you
say yes. The next morning you have to go to class, and sine('
you do not want the alien to go hungry, you leave the ingn~
dients for and instructions on how to make a peanut hutter
and jelly sandwich.
I then ask the students to write the instructions on
how to make a peanut butt.er and jelly sandwrch. After ten
minutes I collect their rnstructions and ask a student to
volunteer to read the papers as I act them out. I takl' the
instructions very literally, and the results are often hilarious as I stab through the lids oft he peanut buttn and jelly
jars and rip open the bag of bread.
This activity clearly demonstrates to students the need
for details and not to assume that the reader knows exactly
what the writer is trying to communicate.
Using these techniques in the classroom has proven to
draw the students into the exercise and get across basic
writing skills in such a way that students remember and
implement these skills.

*
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GETTING DEVELOPMENTAL STUDENTS TO TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN LEARNING
LAVONNE MOTON-TEAGUE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES READING, ATLANTA METROf'OLITAN COLLEGE

As a Development Studies instructor, I find that getting
students to respond in class is
challenging. Because they <lre "Develnprnenb1l Studic;s students,"
do
not see themsldves as college students with something to
say about the curriculum, about the classroom environment, about anything. In an effort to ameliorate this situation, I have students write a sentence or a paragraph in
which they describe a single (personal) problem with which
they am struggling. Students are told to print their responses and not to identify themselves in any way. After
"problems" are collected, f randomly choose several for open
discussion. Because they are real problems, representing
real people, student responses are overwhelming. I am then
able to relate subsequent learning assignments in a number of ''case specific" ways.
Depending upon the size of the class, I have students
divide into groups of five. I give each group a different
problem. As a group they must select a spokesperson who
will lead them into discussion and provide the summation
at the end of the allotted time (usually 15 minutes). While
students are in discussion, I walk around and take notes,
preparing a lesson strategy for vocabulary development or
reading comprehension. I complete my "script" while
spokespersons are giving their "summations." A typical vocabulary lesson to accompany their workbook lesson may
look like the following (vocahulary lesson words are underlined in the sample lesson):
Sample Pmblem-(As the student wrote it; no effort to
correct spelling, grammar, or punctuation is made. Students responding to each problem do not get to see the written '\entry." They are told of the situation orally.)
The thing that's really gPlting to mc> is that some 1wopl<'
look down on rne because I have two boys one is four one is

six months I know that I had them pretty early but the
thing isl did not let that stop me l wouldn't call it grief
but I'm a person to and I'm getting something out of I ifo.
/\nd I'm a person.

Sample Vocafrnlarv Lesson- Incorporating vocabulary
lesson words and students' response to the a hove:
One of the most natural things in the world is to bear
children. Childbirth is certainly not an example of ohcr·

m11t behavior? Stop odmonisliini.; yourscdffor having
ymir sons at an early age:. That you aspire to

gc~t

a col leg('

education is n1ost foudah!e. Yi.>ur degree will n1ake you

more morhctahle, and, of course, you will need a more lu·
crntit'e job in order to earn enough 1noncy to send your two
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sons to college.

Then~

arc a nurnber

r1f

prognnn;.; thnt p('r-

form heneuole11t actions like providing childcan· or volunteering a big brother.

We know how difficult it rnu,;t bP for you to ,;tav in sc·ho<,I
\Ve realize that you may someti1nes

.\'l/(T/Jmhto

the ternptati(111

to sleep late. Howevr:r. we encourage you to find a friend \vho

will help you discover that getting a good. qualily education is

l11dispe11sahle: without it, you are destinc<d to a mediocre lifo.
Finally, we want you to stop f('c:ling extremely vulrwrabk. Do
not he afraid to carry on with your life. Use no f'Uphem isms

to

describ" your moth,,rhood. You ar<' a teen motlier. and that i,;
okay-not idea ]-just okay.

Students "situations" are used imaginatively to enhance
writing skills, reading comprehension, vocabulary development, as well as to provide a forum for dealing with insurmountable (in some cases) personal di fficul tief or just to
"foe! better." Of course, one of the most significant ad van·
tages is that students maintain their anonymity.

*

THE SIX ELEMENTS OF EXEMPLARY TEACHING
IN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY CLASSROOMS

•
I

ED THOMAS. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION COBB COUNTY SCHOOLS; MATH INSTRUCTOR, KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Like many professionals in the field of education, I have
worked to fulfill my teaching and administrative
not
responsibilities, hut have continuously worked to evaluate,
better understand, and improve my teaching methods.
Through my combined experiences in the School lmprovemen t Di vision of the Cobb County School Di strict and the
Mathematics Department at Kennesaw State University, I
have had a unique opportunity to
and understand a
variety of pedagogical theories and experience, first hand,
their effects on students at the university, high school, and
middle
levels. I have continuously worked to dead.Just, and refine, my teaching methods to optimize
the learning experiences of my students. The success of my
teaching methods are substantiated by the learning that
takes pl act; in my classes and the satisfaction proclaimed by
my students through the end of course evaluations or custorner surveys.
Through the years I have come to know that the quality of teaching is not measured hy how we! 1 or how much I
cover the material, or by how tough my standards are as
evidenced by percentages of students who drop or fail my
courses. Instead, the quality of teaching can only be measured in terms of how much my students learn, how much
they understand, and how much knowledge they retain for
future applications in learning and life. While many professors and teachers foe! good about the formulas and theories they communicate and portray on the board, some believe that their responsibility and accountability ends
there. Few educators take it upon themselves to frequently
monitor their students' understanding and the effectiveness of their instruction. But frequent monitoring of student progn~ss and adjustments in instruction are a small
part of the exemplary teaching process. The purpose of this
article is to clearly describe what I call the six elements of
exemplary teaching, the same elements that I use in my
classes. The six elements of exemplary teaching are as follows.

The Personal Touch
Whenever possible, I try to get to know my students and
show an interest in the everyday challenges they face and
their experiences outside of class. The very first day of
class, I cha] lenge myself to go around the class and learn
the first names of al 1 my students. While the process takes
only about fifteen minutes, the positive effects of the experience last beyond the duration of the course. Many of my
students tell me that I am the only instructor that they

have had who takes time to learn their name. Once I learn
my students' names, I take time to discuss the greater importance of learning over the importance of grades. 1 also
convince my students that, with my leadership, my teaching methods, my support, and their participation, commitment, and persistence, they will be successful. Together, my
students and I are a team. Together, we will succeed in the
learning and teaching process.

I

The Paired Learner Model
Shortly after learning the names of my students the f'i rst
night of class, I assign al 1 my students to learning pairs.
The purpose of learning pairs is simple. Being in a C(,Jlege
class, where new and challenging concepts are taught almost everyday, can be a stressful experience for studl'nts.
Students can especially experience difficulty if they have to
learn alone with minimal support from the teacher. So
how can a caring teacher provide comforting support to
thirty or more students on a regular basis'/ The Paired
Learner Model enables teachers to design learning activities that encourage students to work in pairs so they can
support each other in the learning process. I use the paired
learner model during homework check, practice problems
that accompany my lectures, and P:3CH activities. Thrnugh
the end of course evaluations, many of my students express
appreciation and praise for the opportunity to learn with a
partner.

P3CR Activities
The acronym P:3CR stands for Problem solving, Communication, Collaboration, Connections, and Ifoasoning. In addition to developing knowledge and skills, most collegt· and
university instructors want their students to learn to
think critically. P:3CR activities are paired learner, critical thinking activities that engage students in
pro bl em-sol vrng, comm uni ca ti on, coll a bora ti on, connections, and reasoning. The P:3CR activities are admrnistered
in class once each week. Paired learners have approximately thirty minutes to complete the critical thinking activity. Since the activities include one or two problems.
they can easily be graded the same night in class. The students record their grades on a P:3CR record sheet. At the
end of the course, the students average their P:JCH grades
and turn their activity sheets and score sheets in to me.
The average P:3CH grade carries the weight of one major
test grade. Since the P:3CR activities are grades with an
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on participation, the critical thinking engage-

the information and concepts I teach. Wh(m it is time to as-

men ts are seen as fun, cha!
and rewarding
the
students. The P:lCH activities serve as an excellent means
through which l can
monitor my students'

sess the
that has taken
I expect my classec;
to post more A's -than B's, more B's than C's, and no D's or
F's. More often than not, my students and I meet mv expec-

progress and the effectiveness of my instruction.
the end of course customer surveys, I have learned that the
positive learnP:3CH activities
a major role in

tations. On the fow occasions when we don't. I comrnuniu1u,
with my class and
th(; instruction and ud(;nt par-

ing attitudes on behalf of my students.

Our
to make whatever adjustments an: rwcessarv to
get back on the successful learn mg track.

tici pa ti on that led to the u nacc:epta ble assessrnen t resu I ts.

Empowering Students Through Success

r once heard

that in order for students to learn,
must
experience success
least seventy pPrcent of the ti me. I hethat stucknt learning is
enhanced
student
success. Therefore,
goal early in the course is to c:ngage
students in learning experiences that
returns in
the form of student successes. As students hegi to experito h11ild self-confidence and an
interest in
On that foundation I
to con,strucl an instructional progTarn that challenges students
through rigorous concepts, challenging P:JCH activities,
and student achievement that breaks 1 he boundaries of
ditional expectations. Jn the end of course evaluations, virtually a 11 my students express great joy in their new found
confidence and
of learned
and
concepts.

Summary
The

process can he affected

many variabl(:s,

many which

cannot controL The six elements of
teaching are representative of high
varirihles
that can he controlled hy the teacher and can virtually 1wr1tralize the negative variables and ensure succ<'ssful ](•aniing. Teachers wil I de! iver an instruction progrnm that nHJti va tes students and ca uses
learning, undersLrnding, and learning retention to take

if thev

take a personal interest in their students
encourage students to support each other in the learning process
engage students in critical thinking through in·class activities
empower students through success, administer an assessment
process that keeps students in the game
hold themselves accountable for student success

The Right Assessment
College and university
use a variety of assessment packages. Some professors give grades for homework,
some quiz on a
basis, some give up to four exams
during a course, and some determine students'
using
one final exam and take no other grades in the course. To
ify as an element of
teaching, I believe that
an assessment package must he one that keeps students in
the game. In my classes, I generally give two exams during
the semester (mid-course and end of course) and a cumulative final exam. Together, the course exams, final exam,
and p;)CR gn1de can generate a total of 400 points. If the
final exam grade is greater than the lowest course exam
the final exam grade will replace that course exam
With this option, a student who starts slowly has
hope and incentive to continue in the course. As a result of
this policy, and the other elements of exemplary teaching, I
have very few students (if
who ever withdraw from my
courses. I have many students who choose to remain in a
course and eventually reach their learning goals.

Instructor Accountability
My expectations for my students are anything but normal.
I expect all my students to learn, understand, and retain
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Upon implementing the six elements of exemplary teaching, don't be surprised if your students regard your cbss
one of the best they ever had.

-*
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HELPING STUDENTS UNDERSTAND AND AVOID PLAGIARISM
MARY NIELSEN. DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF READING AND ENGLISH, EAST GEORGIA COLLEGE

When I first hegan teaching freshman English years ago as
a graduate student at the University of Florida, I made one

naive assumption ahou t my students' understanding of plagiarism. I assumed that if I simply told them not to plagiarize that they would not.
During my first term teaching, I was given a class of
25 at-risk freshmen. I assigned a brief research paper,
showed the class the sources they were to use, and told them
not to plagiarize. At the end of the term, I decided to grade
their papers in the reference section of the library in front
of the sources they were to use (not out of malice-[ shared
an office with 30 other teaching assistants and found the library a better place to work). To my complete dismay, 25
out of 25 students were guilty of blatant plagiarism. No, I
did not fail every student in my class-though I did feel
that I had failed in my instruction. I learned a valuable
lesson: if I wanted students to understand and avoid plagiarism, I would have to explain the concept completely.
Over the years, I have had to refine my approach.
Years of teaching the nonliterary research paper showed
me that even many of my better students did not have an
accurate understanding of the topic. However, using the
fol lowing approach, I was able to decrease the percentage of
plagiarized papers I received from about 75'/r to less than
10%.
Definr plagiarism. Many students (and some instructors) have inaccurate or incomplete understandings of what
constitutes plagiarism. While most students understand
that repeating someone else's words verbatim without the
use of quotation marks is plagiarism, many do not understand the less blatant forms. According to the MLA Handbook, these forms include using apt phrase without appropriate acknowledgment, paraphrasing another person's argument as your own I with out citing your source), and presenting another's line of thinking as though it were your
own. (Gibaldi 22-2:3)
Plagiarism also includes using statistics from another
source without acknowledgment of the source and
citing sources incorrectly (faulty documentation). Most
typically this includes waiting until the end of a paragraph to acknowledge a source and wrongly believing that

if a source is acknow ]edged in one paragraph it need not he
acknowledged in the next paragraph.
Shaw students real examples of pla{[ia rism. \Vh.:n students see and hear real examples of plagiarism, they have a
better understanding of what to avoid in their own papers.
Explain how plagiarism is detected. Some students
fail to give the instructor any credit, not realizing
that over the course of a semester the instructor gets to
know a student's writing style rather well.
Explain the 1·011seq1u'nccs of plagiarism. Explain the
consequences in general (failing papers, failing courses, being kicked out of school, having degrees taken awayl and
your policy in particular.
Give students practice in adequate pamphrasi ng and
in accurate documentation. This does not. have to be ;JS boring as it may sound. Choose interesting or humorous passages for them to paraphrase and document. Some of my
former classes have had fun paraphrasing and documenting articles such as "Psychotherapy of the Dead" by Samuel
Senahem and "The Etiology and Treatment of Childhood"
by Jordan Smoller).
Requin' students to suhmit their sources with their
mu{[h draft and complet!'d drafts. This is perhaps the easiest way to reduce plagiarism but does not. eliminate it completely. And the cost of photocopying a few papers (many of
which were printed from the Internet) is not prohibitive.
Look for plagiarism in nmgh or final drafts. I n·alize
that this may sound intentionally mean. However, I examine al 1 rough drafts for plagiarism (yes, even those papers
written by A students). I give my students forewarning;
then, I follow through. I do not fail students when I find
parts of their rough drafts to be plagiarized; I use the situation as a teaching opportunity and give these students a
chance to do it right. Now, very rarely do I have a student.
plagiarize on the final draft (and those who do fail the
course). While this practice is time consuming, most of my
students do have a better appreciation for the art of writing
a documented paper, and it is better that they learn this in
freshman English at the start of their academic careers.
Keep a plagiarism file. If you do find plagiarism in a
student's paper, make a copy of the plagiarized essay and a
copy of the source to keep on file. Should a student Liter
question a failing grndt~ (though none of mine to this date
ever have), you will have the proof readily avai !able.
Helpstudents{[enemlize. Though this should b·~ unnecessary, it is important that we help our students understand that the rules governing documentation and plagia-
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rism apply to all papers they write in college, not simply
those written for English classes.
Over the years, a number of students (including many
have come to me for help with their reI have not
search papers in sociology, psychology, and environmental
science. It is disheartening to see these papers laden with
plagiarlzcd passages. While I do point out the problem tn
these students, all instructors should work together to help
students master paraphrasing and documentation to eliminate a problem that may not be intentional but is sadly
common in student research. I have found the preceding
approach to work quite well, and I seldom find plagiarism
now even in rough drafts.
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 2020
ED SEAGLE, REGENTS' DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF TEACHING AND LEARNING. ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
ENVIRONMENTAL HORTICULTURE, ABRAHAM BALDWIN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Experiential Learning 2020 - perfect vision in review and assessment or forward thinking into the year 2020'1 Either direction, the importance of experiential learning activities is most evident in the performance ability and understanding level of our graduates on the job. Those graduates who were abll' to l'xperience such activities have a better understanding of the "school-to-work" pllllosophy and demonstrate more effective critical thinking and problem-solving
skills. A "perfect vision (20-20)" is the best description that applies t.o experiential learners as our workforce enters the 21" century. Students with experiential learning experience are in a better position to learn and develop those ski I ls
and characteristics that will be needed early in their careers. Today's experwntial learners become tomorrow's work force.
Characteristics to search for in experiential learners include: ability to accept responsibility, honesty, integrity, sincerity, eagerness, enthusiasm, ini ti ative, intelligence, oral communication and other verbal skills, problem-solving
and critical thinking skills, self-esteem, confidence, creativity, listening and
reasoning ski! ls, attentiveness, and leadership skills. Having some or all of
these characteristics moves the experiential learner rnto an operational modl'
that can be more productive to all parties involved. Certain management skills
will surface over time that allow the experiential learner to further accept increasing responsibility.
Hega rd! ess of one's job ti tie or position of responsi bi l i tv, mastering such
skills as time management, project planning, and personnel management is
critical. Any manager has a I ways exercised "perfect vision" as an assessment
tool and determined that each needs to be more effective. We all nel'd to he :ibk
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1o ,L;et the job done, within a
and according to
s1andards. Effective managers know how to follow rules and policy
ines as team players, to plan

ful manager, you have 1o put yourself in the other pl'rson's
shoes and be sensitive to why
do what
do.

economical
and
their plan from orientation to
;in: actually
th

6.
rei 11 f!m·e mm m itmen t. Make every effort to
A
maintain the
oyee's and experiential learner'c; commit-

q1rnl1t

crs can better communicate

and to manage
managers
are
rn:Jnag-

th the newer experiential

learners.
promise success. But, which
available
format do you choose'' This decision can
of the
after careful
prove management skill and results, i
fol
some basic objectives in time, project and human resource planning are neccssary. The initial four
I isted he! ow address the es ta bl i shment of a
involve the management of the
the I

I

ment to the project. This is a team
not a dictatorial strategy. Efforts rnay be rcvvarded by visible a\V«trds,
monies or verbal recognition. However, extend l'very dlorl
to minimize project and
ousws.

I

ti a I learners in
communicatio11
J~
l.o get ideas across from the perspective of the U:am and tn
contrnuously give and receive feedback
I!
with

become con('.erned
care about As discussions take
and

conflict arises, rechannel these energies toward job and
establish rt
The clean;r you aru
1.
a bout the end result of the
the mon; effectively you
can
how to gc't there. Also realize that each
and experiential learner involved in the chain of action
must be clear about the goaL Setting a clear goal is a lot
harder than what it sounds. lt takes a concrete effort to
make sure the
is measurable and
understood.

Practice brainstorming ses:-;ions in route
to improve results.
9.
A
(l!ld delegate tu !l'SJJ011sihle
people. Remember,
and experiential learners
look for honest, competent leaders who empower them
ng direction and
ng responsibility
and tasks.

determine the objectiues. Establish objectives

for
and
Iearner m1 the
This
allows each to better understand the responsibility and importance ofhisihcr role. You must keep the

e111·011mge risk tahing(lnd creati
Make
goals and deadlines clear, but allow for errors without inor inhibiting
who try new

overal I
efforts.

Hernember, an error doesn't become a mistake until you
refuse to correct i L

:;

in front of

A

and reward their successful

fg

and tinle estinzate.i:;. Es-

tablish intervals
checks and review to keep the common goal in
strict attention to detail to be sure of incl
all ncct'ssary components for
Determine the priority
of and
between the segments.
4.
Communicate the pnucct in a pictun' j(Jmwt. Use
charts or chalkboards to indicate the
identity and
time intervals involved. The
learner can better understand this schematic approach.

worh to 111ulersta11d
The most basic and
5.
fundamental rule about successfully managing projects is:
you can't do it alone, Your strategies for managing a project
depend upon your

of

To he a success-

lfomember, develop with

ble people a sound plan

that is flexible enough to handle the i1wviL1ble, unexpected problems. And be reminded that managenwnt
can be defined as "getting
done through other
people."
learners are learning "on 1Ji,; job''
th
activities that are cha] lenging and offer a degree of satisfaction upon
The experiential
learner hrings a keener eyesight to the
through past experiences - a 2020 vision.
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SERVICE LEARNING: AN INNOVATIVE STRATEGY FOR EXCEPTIONAL LEARNING
JANE BRANNAN RN, EDD, KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
KATHIE GARBE, PHO, KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

II

ANNE WHITER N, MSN, KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

I

Service learning provides a method to combine teaching,
learning, service, and research while addressing community
needs. It provides a means for the faculty member to impart
to the student values that go beyond the curriculum. These
values include, but are not limited to, global and
multicultural perspectives, effective communication and interpersonal skills, leadership development, social responsibility, and lifelong learning. Preliminary research findings on
the benefits of service participation indicate that communityhased learning can provide a powerful vehicle for colleges and
universities to enhance their commitment to prepare students
for responsible citizenship. Three such projects, funded by a
grant from Atlanta University Center Service Learning Collaborative, involve students who will be awarded credit while
simultaneously providing faculty scholarship and addressing
critical needs in the community.
One of the projects is conducted at Girls Incorporated,
which offers a variety of after-school, summer, and community outreach programs to girls of ages 6 to 18 primarily from
low-income homes and ethnic minorities. Student nurses
implement heal th-teaching programs and mentor the girls in
the center over a period of 20 weeks. The programs planned by
the students involve such activities as weekly meetings,
health and nutrition teaching, implementing established programs, and gathering data for evaluative research. Some students are also involved in the Girls Incorporated sponsored
Preventing Adolescent Pregnancy program that has been approved by the Cobb County School Board for implementation
in the elementary, middle and high schools. They complete 16
hours of training for presenting the information and meet
weekly to present the program to children in the schools.
Course credit is awarded based on reflection through journals
and group discussion as well as preparation for teaching programs implemented. The educational benefits from the
unique opportunities in this program are limitless. Students
participate in research, teaching, and care of community individuals, and simultaneously develop sensitivity to community needs and a sense of obligation and commitment to community concerns.
Another service learning project conducted in the nursing discipline engages nursing students in a blood pressure
screening program at a volunteer-run, community based, notfor-profit medical clinic that serves the working poor and
homeless. The clinic delivers free medical care to approximately 280 persons a month. Many suffer from chronic illnesses such as heart disease, lung disease, diabetes, and high
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blood pressure that require long term medical care and follow-up. However the clinic is unable to provide these fol lowup services. The students address the need for follow-up care
for hypertensive patients through the screening program. Using the American Heart Association Screening Program, students screen patients at the clinic for hypertension and submit data for follow-up care. In a population that has no other
source of heal thc~ue, detection and treatment is imperative.
The result wi l I be that working poor and homeless will be
screened for hypertension and receive follow-up care. Additionally, students meet course objectives by applying psychomotor and communication skills in a real world setting.
The third project was a collaborative endeavor between
Kennesaw State University students in the HPS ;)8!)- Health
Promotion and Program Planning course and the Northwest
Home Healthcare Agency located in ,Jasper, Georgia. A team
of students from the course designed, implemented, and evaluated a conference on health and aging called "Older and
Wiser." One hundred and fifty-five community members attended the day long conference.
The Northwest Home Healthcare Agency (NHHCA) is located
in a mountainous community that has little access to medical
care. The NHHCA's mission includes improving the overall
quality of health and quality of the aging and disabled population of this community. NHHCA had expressed two major
concerns: 1) very little health education programming had
been delivered to the community due to limited resources and
expertise; and 2) the majority ofNHHCA volunteers have
been older adults thereby reducing the contact between the
generations. The project met the needs of the NHHCA and
the community members by bringing needed health educational programming to the community, as well as creating
intergenerational ties between the students and the older
community members. The students gained the advantaged of
putting academic theory into practical experience through
working with a community agency and community members
when creating a program such as "Older and Wiser."
Service Learning is a teaching strategy that incorporates
real world, practical experience with the academic theory
from the classroom. Students and community embers both
benefit from this unique pedagogy. The three projects discussed here demonstrate several service learning opportunities related to heal th and wellness issues. Servi re Learning
can be applied to a wide variety of content areas that can benefit students in any course.

*
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JUSTIFYING THE MARGINS: INCORPORATING ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES/STUDIES
INTO THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM
DAVID JONES, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASIAN STUDIES
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

The place of Asian Studies, especially Asian philosophies,
in the undergraduate curriculum should not be relegated
to the margins, nor should its inclusion in the curriculum
need any justification whatsoever; for example, why would
teaching Confucian Philosophy, which is rooted in the longest continuous civilization on the planet, not be considered
a viable, necessary, and integral component in the undergraduate curriculum? Because our universities developed
a curriculum almost exclusively around the western canon,
the inclusion of ways of thinking of non western peoples is
minimal at best in our colleges and universities today. 1

in Asian Philosophies/Studies courses than in more Western oriented core courses." Although the focus of this paper
is directed to the inclusion of a general survey course in
Asian philosophies in the undergraduate curriculum, I
think the arguments offered apply to other Asian Studies
courses or even more specific courses in Asian philosophy.
Also, similar arguments apply, I believe, to the justification
of other non-western courses in the undergraduate curriculum such as courses in Latin America, African Studies, and
perhaps even area studies such as Women Studies.
Unlike many disciplines that have emerged or evolved

Even as undergraduates in the politically open and awan:
early 1970's, we petitioned our Philosophy Department for a
course in "Oriental Philosophy"; with the assistance of a
sympathetic professor we ultimately prevailed. This professor agreed to teach the course, but was always just "one
chapter ahead." Unfortunately for him (and us too), he
lacked any formal training in nonwestern philosophy and
was destined to learn along with us. The age of multiculturalism, which grew out of a need to recognize large
groups of nonwhite Americans, opened the door for courses
in Asian Studies, and for the study of Asian philosophies.
The nature of the changing world also opened this door because some Asian countries became economic and political
forces that were in need of reckoning. We experience the
rush at serious institutions today to learn more about Chinese thought and culture, as if the Chinese just now appearecl. Who are they, how do they think, and what will
they do with Hong Kong, and will they buy our products we
ask. Those of us who had some training in an area of Asian
Studies began to think that perhaps there would be a return on our investments of trying to penetrate completely
different ways of thinking, and what appeared to us then as
exotic world views. Change occurred, however.
Because of the assault against multiculturalism today,
tighter budgets, the assault on affirmative action, and a
management style of administering our higher educational
institutions, we find ourselves in positions of having to justify the inclusion of Asian Studies in the undergraduate
curriculum, especially in the core curriculum. What follows is an attempt to justify, in general and theoretical
terms, what should not really need any justification at all,
that is, the place of Asian Philosophies and Asian Studies
in the undergraduate curriculum. This justification attempts to suggest reasons why necessary skills acquisition
is more realizable, and may even have a higher success rate,

from philosophy, philosophy itself is particularly we! I
suited to various forms of pedagogical approaches that not
only pass on information to students, but also sharpen student skills in problem solving, working with and through
concepts, and communication. In "On the Ethics of Teaching and Ideals of Learning,"l Robert Audi addresses five
approaches to teaching: historical, problem solving, comparative, process, and the dialectical. The historical approach enhances a student's ability to locate the great ideas
of the world in their appropriate chronological cont.ext and
shows students how such ideas develop within respective
traditions. The problem solving approach introduces students to the field's major problems and some selected methods of resolving those problems. Through a comparative
approach, students can engage themselves in comparisons
and contrasts with other world views. A process approach
forces students to do the work in question: writing, experimenting, and producing (philosophical) arguments. Finally, the dialectical approach uses discussion. Sonwtimes
this discussion will take a Socratic form. Audi further
states that "any good teacher has some command of these
approaches; the best teachers can combine them and shift
from one to another." (Audi, :3.1).
Each of these approaches to teaching is employed easily
in disciplines like philosophy and provides an even greater
opportunity for success in a survey core course on Asian
philosophies. Because of "curricular restraints," most philosophy departments cannot offer specific courses in [ndian
Philosophy, Chinese Philosophy, or .Japanese Philosophy.
Offering even more specific courses such as Daoism, Buddhist. Ethics, Samkhya Metaphysics, and so forth is totally
out of the question unless the department and/or institution has a serious commitment to educate its students beyond the confines of the Western tradition. This situation
of curricular restraints is most. unfortunate because many
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ideas found within Asian cultures are uniquely different
from their Western counterparts. These uniquely different
ideas often offer the western student a meaningful means
of understanding his or her own world view and the valiws
that emerge from this background. By introducing general
Asian philosophies/studies courses into the core curricuinherent in ,_A.._udi's five apl u1n, the results and
are achievahle and realizable.

The Historical Approach
Explaining the historical development of ideas is accomplished more easily within the context of a given particular
tradition. If a professor, for example, traces the development of India's Materialist schools from their Brahmanism
roots to ,Jainism's synthesis of ascetic (Parsvanatha) and
natural (the Ajivihas) strands, students become sensitized
immediately to the dynamic process of historical development. They also learn about particular aspects of Indian
historical development. What is more important, the foundation for the Buddha's reaction (and subsequent influence
on the world) is understood more easily. What is most important, however, when students investigate the historical
development of ideas in a tradition other than their own,
something significant is likely to occur because there is a
diminished tendency to identify with the presented material. When students minimize their personal identification with the presented material, they are less inclined to
project their own views and values, which often impede the
learning process and real understanding. Al though some
identification with the presented material is crucial for
learning to take place, too much identification only validates and reinforces unexamined prejudices and presuppositions.'
Further, students are less inclined to project their
ideas about the nature of values, beauty, and reality on to
the "other" tradition. If students do project their own tradition onto an unrelated one, then the apparentness of this
projection is more easily pointed out to them, and ultimately seen by them; for example, if students project their
contemporary Christian Post-Platonic perspective when
trying to understand the pre-Socratic penchant for ascertaining the arche (beginning principle or primal origin) of
all things, it will be more difficult for the professor to correct this teleological tendency. Facing the "other" is a
means of understanding oneself.
By teaching from a historical approach, the necessity
to situate ideas in their cultural and historical context is
crucial. Students learn that ideas do not exist in vacuums
and that ideas change our conception of self and reality
more than the occurrence of mere events. Why would
Descartes, for example, ever postulate the cogito at the relative expense of the material world? By understanding
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Descartes' moment in history (directly after the shift from
the geocentric view of the universe to a heliocentric one)
students can understand why this devout Catholic rescues
human beings from the periphery of the universe through
his CO{{ito ergo sum and places them, again, at its center.
Often, this point is lost on beginning students because tlwv
are too extended in their own religions investments or
moored in their sense of self to apply this Cartesian movrc Io
their own lives. However, when students momentarily immerse themselves in another tradition, without the operative foundation of their own, they are more likely to see
that their senses of value, beauty, and reality are not necessarily exempt from the same type of cultural and his1.orica l
inf! uences.

Problems Approach
In an Asian philosophies course, professors can easily design assignments to sharpen students' problem solving and
communications skills. Students can select a philosophical
issue from a menu of typical western problems. for example,
whether the moral life is equivalent to the good life, and
then investigate the nature of the problem from the perspective of each tradition studied in a typical Asian philosophies survey course. We usually teach the traditions of
India, China, and ,Japan in the typical survey Asian philosophies course, although other cultural traditions might
be chosen as well. In such courses, students learn that
problems, and their solutions, are contextualized within
certain time frames in particular traditions; the problem
solving approach resonates with the historical approach.
Students also learn that any attempt at resolutions vary
according to the intellectual, social, political, and cultural
needs of each tradition. Again, when studtm ts do not have a
culturally vested (sel flinterest in the outcome of a problem,
like survival after death or the existence of God, they become more inclined (and do so more quickly) to develop
critical thinking ski! ls that are requisite for being a good
student, but even more crucially, to become ultimately a
good global citizen. The Problems Approach is easily applied to disciplines other than philosophy.
A helpful analogy to apply here is the study of Latin or
Ancient Greek. Learning Latin (or Greek), which is unfortunately out of vogue nowadays, is really a more effective
and efficient way of learning the structure of English; it is
more efficient and effective than studying English itself
because, as Heidegger once informed us, we livl' in our language. Reflecting on our own language is a difficult and
burdensome task because of the closeness between the way
we think and our native language. Similarly, our own
problems of value and meaning are too closely connected to
our worldviews for any objective and comprehensive understanding. By being engaged in a problem solving approach

in an Asian philosophies course (or courses of a similar na!ure), st11d(mts learn more efficiently how to apply the
learned ski I ls to their own problems, and the problems of
their own cultural context.

Comparative Approach
Naturally, the study of an Asian tradition or culture lends
itself to the engagement of comparisons and contrasts, Carrying out the comparative approach is more natural in an
Asian philosophies/studies course that surveys several traditions than trying to teach comparative skills in a western
oriented introductory class. This approach blends nicely
with the problems approach by guiding students to select
an issue from a menu of typical western problems and map
how the nature of a selected problem changes from the perspective of each tradition. Students need not confine themselves to western problems or issues. If an Asian philosophies/studies survey course began with the Indian tradition, the issue of suffering (dukkha) is of central significance. Within that particular tradition, students can investigate the differences of the pre-Buddhist responses to
the elimination of dukhha and then compare their findings
with the early Buddhist rejoinder, A professor can build
upon this assignment by having students compare their
conclusions to the Chinese and ,Japanese traditions where
Buddhism is later introduced, hut where suffering is not
given the same emphasis as in the Indian tradition. Again,
students learn a lesson about the different cultural influences that contribute to ideas and the problems encountered in any particular context Also, through the comparative process, students are compelled to encounter their
own beliefs, values, and presuppositions in a more reflective manner by constantly engaging the "other,"
Through comparisons and contrasts of other
world views, students understand more easily the development of their own values, beliefs, and presuppositions. Further, students can appreciate the views and values that at
face value appear alien to theirs and learn that certain values transcend both cultural and historical differences, It
surprises many students that the moral principle of honoring and respecting one's parents, most closely associated
with the Semitic tradition, has a parallel, and an even more
prominent role, in Confucian filial piety (hsiao/xiao).
Moreover, xiao is an integral part of a complex system of
values that may (or may not) resonant with western values.

Process Approach
The process approach focuses on the actual doing of a discipline, The process approach is best combined with the problem solving and comparative approach, hut might be combined with others. Combining the process approach with

the comparative and problem solving approaches is accomplished easily because students are al ready generating
(philosophical) arguments or synthesizing ideas from several traditions. The Asian philosophies/studies cour,o;e provides a genuine and natural opportunity for the process approach. When engaged in writing and arguing from the
parameters of another culture or tradition, studt.mis are
forced to he more imaginative than when tethered to their
own tradition. They are also encouraged to make connections where they normally might be unable because they do
not have the burden of any foundational basis for immediate appeaL Students will seek to develop their own intellectual hooks to hang material as they render some order lo
the strange new chaos they have encountered. To make
their course experience more intelligible, in either academic or personal terms, the Asian philosophies/studies
student often is more inclined to engage in the "doing" of
the course.

I
I

The process approach, especially when combined with
others, creates an in-class climate that can be more interncti ve than other types of cl asses. It is a widely hel cl view
that students learn better through process than by being
passive learners. We have discovered, for example, that
teaching composition in process and allowing for a series of
rewrites improves student performance. Emphasizing the
process of learning in our classes makes our classes more
interesting for students and enhances their ability to learn
and master some techniques of the discipline. Further, we
can incorporate writing in process for strengthening critical thinking skills.

Dialectical Approach
Robert Audi suggests that the dialectical approach "enhances both intellectual and speaking skills." (Audi, :nJ.
The Asian philosophies/studies survey offers only one advantage over other (phi losophyl courses with respect to tlw
dialectical approach. The dialectical approach where "discussion is used, often Socratically, to unfold ideas, problems,
and texts" (Audi, 3::l) is as easily employed in the Asian philosophies/studies survey class as it is in most other (philosophy) courses. However, there might be a slight advantage
for the Asian philosophies/studies course, or other
nonwestern courses, when it comes to the inkrpretation of
texts, especially if the professor is familiar with the l anguage of the text. Most of the texts used in an Asian philosophies/studies survey will he written in an ancient language, which creates added problems of translation because
of the significant differences between Asian lm1guages and
English. For example, asking a student to compare the
professor's translation of the first verse of the Laozi, "Dao
that can he spoken is not the constant Dao," with the
translator's, "The Dao that can he told is not the eternal
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Dao," will make her consider: l. bow to speak what she has
been told in both translations is unspeakable (the content
of the verse) and 2. how she will articulate the significant
difference in meaning that occurs in the subtle changes between the translations (the interpretation of the verse). Although we learn such lessons from the texts of Plato, for example, Lhc rr1ea11ing-s of those lessons are n~1ore transparent
because of the linguistic relationship between Attic Greek
(or other western language texts) and Eng 1ish: there are
many underlying assumptions about substance present in
western languages that seduce students (and all of us) to
think in particular kinds of ways. There is, of course, no relationship, linguistic or conceptually, between Chinese and
English.
Conclusion
An Asian philosophies/studies survey course not only providl;s students with a general survey of the development
and evolution of aspects of the varieties of Asian thought,
but it also provides a unique understanding of their own
western world view. Students will learn to reflect about
themselves through a continuous comparison and contrast
of non western ways of thinking. Students will more closely
reflect on western ways of social organization by investigating totally different arrangements. They will reflect on
their own relationship to the natural environment by discovering radically different ways of interacting and defining themselves with the natural world. In an Asian philosophies/studies survey course, students learn to develop a
more global perspective, and a greater appreciation for the
differences of Asian groups.
Philosophy as a discipline is especially suited to the infusion of Asian Studies into the undergraduate curriculum
because it concerns itself as a discipline, perhaps uniquely
so, with the bigger picture. Philosophers have always concerned themselves with the ideas, ideals, aspirations, attitudes regarding issues of life and death, and how we collectively arrange ourselves in search of the good life. Although less dramatic and ideal, but every bit as crucial,
students acquire critical thinking skills more easily, which
promote and enhance more successful lives. Philosophy,
both East and West, has always sought such a comprehensive understanding.
In a world of the "bottom line," curricular "dumbing
down," and "reasonable graduation rates," genuine and
comprehensive understanding is crucial. Incorporating
Asian Studies, especially Asian Philosophies, into the undergraduate curriculum is not only timely given the nature
of our current world, it provides an opportunity to sharpen
students' skills in achieving a more comprehensive under-
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standing, which is in scarce supply today. but wil I be in
high demand tomorrow.

*

Asian Stu(lie;.; was, of course, n()1 tfw on lv ex cl usinn
The goal of this paper is not to offer ('fflpiric;1l support for such a
conclusion, hut is to ;.;-ugg('st an academic justificatrnn and a framv\V1)rk fur
an empirical investigation, with respect in the acquisition qfcl'rta1n
thJ(1k!11g .-;kill...;

SeeAcadenu>, Vol 80,#f)byHobert Audi Audi'sar·1icl(·
for the ensuing discussiun.

tlwma1nsourc('

This detrimental aspect of identification often occurs with Arnericans
when they learn about lT.S. History. Americans Identify tlwmsclvc~s as
bearers of rights, but ofteH have difficul1.Y understanding that the notion qf
pri val(' property i:-: JU St an extension nf an at om ica l ly dl'fi ned sel r who Ci nds
himself or herself in a socit>ty, which is dcfi ned as a nu~n· col lert ion of other
selvc;.;, each having equal rights. Thi.s identification obfus(ates tht' \vholc
issue ofpnvate propert,Y and obscures th(' qu(·stiun ofhurn;rn and animal
rights. We can al;:;o rccal I the projc·ct of Socr;1tl's. who has h('COm(' our Jn(Jd(•I
of the teacher par excel! ence, and the goal of his rnet hod: first to quest ion his
students and S('Cond mak(' th Pm question t hems(·] ves rn!H'('J nrng t iwi r
rnherited values anrl µre:-:uppositions.

HAVE YOU JOINED A CIRCLE?
CHRISTINE R. WHITLOCK, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY, GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

A teaching circle, or group of faculty meeting regularly to discuss teaching, is an excellent opportunity for faculty development. As a member of two circles, I have learned a val uahle
lesson, "We work with teachers." There is so much to learn
from our colleagues. For example, are you three-hole-punching all of you handouts, so your students will keep up with
them? How about copying your syllabi on colored paper?
Most teaching circles consist of no more than Hi faculty
members, who meet for 1or2 hours in a round-table discussion. These meetings include the general sharing of personal
experiences, but can also incorporate classroom visits, demonstrations, guest speakers, hook clubs, conference reports and
student guests. From my experience, the personalities of the
members tund to determine the dynamics of the group. Innovative teachers often prefer to visit classes and share demonstrations, while traditional scholars appreciate topical discussions.
I was privileged to participate in a faculty development
program designed by Georgia Southern's first Board of Regents Distinguished Professor of Teaching and Learning,
,fohn Daily. He had three groups often faculty members meet
weekly for two quarters to discuss a variety of topics. We used
Wilbert McKeachie's Teaching Tips as a guide. During the
second quarter Daily realized that there is a name for what
we were doing ... a teaching circle. We had discovered a valuable resource that university faculty around the country
were already utilizing. Attendance at the meetings was high,
and the discussions always filled the allotted time. My group
enjoyed the discussions so much that we continue to meet
quarterly.
During the following summer, the chemistry department
at Georgia Southern University was going through a major
revision in the way we were to be evaluated. As we discussed
the evaluation of teaching, we realized that none of the methods we suggested encouraged faculty development. For example, student evaluations, peer eval nations and teaching
portfolios require faculty members to boast about successes,
while ignoring failures. We admitted that we should learn
from each others achievements, as well as mistakes.
Using what I learned from ,John Daily's program, I established a teaching circle within my department. The meetings are held weekly, and we have been loosely following
Daily's outline and McKeachie's text. We have learned that
informal meetings are a great forum to share ideas, complaints and strategies.
The content of the discussions is set at the beginning of
each quarter, although some meetings move to more pressing
issues. The first year of topics included the following: the syllabus, expectations of our students, professional culture, how
students learn, the lecture, managing class discussion, teach-

ing activities, in-class writing, technology in the classroom,
the laboratory, term projects, designing and administering
tests, assessing student work, counseling, evaluation of instruction, the classroom, academic dishonesty, values and undergraduate research.
Circles within a department and those across a campus
have certain advantages and disadvantages. While some topics are irrelevant and there is never enough time to share everything, interdisciplinary circles offer more about departmental cultures and teaching failures. Members learn more
about teaching, m general. With a professional hierarchy always present within a dt;partment, members in
intradisciplinary circles are less likely to admit mistakes.
Also, departmental activities can disrupt the meetings. On
the other hand, departmental circles can include discussions
on area specific topics and are easier to schedule. In general,
members receive more practical advice.
What have we learned? Here are a few ideas that were
shared in my circles:

I
I

It's time to add the statement, "Computer failure is not a legitimate
excuse for late papers," to our syllabi.
Our students' SAT scores aren't nearly as high as we think.
Departmental cultures vary widely by dress codes, grading policies
and teaching techniques.
The size of the class and material covered determine the appropriate
type of lecture. Most lectures require at least one two-minute pause
for students to catch up and reflect.
Perhaps the faculty member shouldn't be doing all of the talking in
class.
Guest lectures and Jeopardy-type reviews are excellent examples of
teaching activities which revive student interest.
-

To encourage our students to write in any discipline, we might require
study journals or student poster presentations of new topics.
From laser pointers to digital cameras to web-based lectures, one
important rule should be remembered when dealing with technology
Always have a back-up! We should plan for failures, because they
can happen at any time.
Unannounced exams are a way to have perfect attendance and wellprepared students, but would our students ever forgive us?

-

When it comes to personal problems of our students, the best
response is to refer the students to the school's counseling center
We should avoid giving advice, if at all possible
Many of us spend too little time assessing student work.

Exams are certainly important enough to spend an entire
hour discussing the correct answers. So, have you joined a
circle? If not, please try one. And if you don't havt• a ci rclc• to
join, consider starting one. You will be surprised at how much
you can learn from your colleagues.

*
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES RESULTING FROM SEMESTER CONVERSION
CHARLES C JACKSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES. AUGUSTA STA][ UNIVERSITY
RICHARD 0. CRONK, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF TEACHER DEVELOPMENT, AUGUSTA STATE UNIVERSITY
HOLLY J. THORNTON. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF TEACHER DEVELOPMENT, AUGUSTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Faculty development is a critical concern of most institutions of higher education, Institutions of higher education
in the state of Georgia have given particular attention to
the twin issues of cultivating and nurturing junior faculty
and strengthening the skills and scholarship opportunities
of senior faculty, The College of Education at Augusta
State lJ niversity has identified faculty development as a
critical area of concern, Th1! College of Education has the
task of not only training future (and current) educators,
but also the additional task of establishing and nurturing
a relationship with the public school system Consequently,
the need for faculty development becomes a critical link in
the success of both the College of Education and the public
school system which it serves,
In the College of Education's preparation to convert
from quarter to semester hours the Intellectual Vitality
Committee (fVC) was assigned the task of assessing the collective needs (and concerns) in the area of faculty development opportunities, Additionally, the JVC was asked to put
together an "implementation plan" that would specify in
some detail how particular opportunities for faculty development would emerge. The implementation plan resulted
in nine distinctive areas that would be addressed differentially as the College of Education moved to semester conversion, The nine areas consisted of l) Faculty Role Model
2) Support for Conferences/Presentations 3) Brown Bag/
Framework Seminars 4) Teaching and Learning Summit 5)
Faculty Biographies 6) Action Research 7) Co-teaching 8)
Student Forums/Perspectives and 9) Graduate Student Organization, Some areas took priority over others, It was
understood that some areas could be completed with little
difficulty wbile others would not only be more difficult,
but would be on-going, This was a unique opportunity to
assess those critical areas of needs and concerns and to help
establish the cnteria for the constitution of an effective
faculty role modeL
Implementation Plan-The implementation plan
was essentially the guide for directing the efforts of the
IVC. The initial charge was the full implementation of the
faculty role modeL Consequently, a decision had to be made
about what constitutes faculty development. The IVC argued that faculty development is "a structure that provides
opportnni ties for faculty to enhance and develop competencies in teaching, curriculum design, scholarship, leadership, student advising, and collaborative enterprises,''
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These were considered critical if faculty were to be effective
and remain at the College or University leveL
The faculty role model was both a concept and an instrument for measuring faculty productivity, The instrument was circulated throughout the University and was intended as an objective instrument for measuring the output
and effectiveness of faculty, It provided for a detailed description of faculty responsibilities and established a range
of percentage of the to ta I responsibility for each faculty.
The aggregate percentage for each faculty should total 1()0,
Interestingly, each faculty member was afford1~d the opportunity to determine how their faculty responsibilities
would be apportioned (with the range established by the
model), For example, teaching would constitute 45 70 per
cent of each faculty's primary responsibility, Service to the
University would constitute 10 30 per cenL In each instance the faculty could determine their per cent of effort
regarding responsibility in each area.
Increasing Support for Conferences Presentations- Support to attend and participate in professional
conferences and seminars typically generate concern on
most college and university campuses. The culprit tends 1o
be the method in how state colleges and universities are
funded. There never appears to be adequate financial resources for such endeavors, However, given the fact that
faculty is expected to generate scholarship in the form of
research, journal articles, books, and conference presentations it is reasonable to assume that funding will be available (at least in part for) for these endeavors, Particular attention was given to conference presentations and/or conference attendance because financial support typically
comes from sources internal to the institution, The argument presented by the IVC was that the administrations in
the Departments, Schools, and Colleges of Education across
the state should exercise greater effort in assisting faculty
to attend conferences, especially those that represent areas
of expertise or associated with "learned societies,'' Two suggestions were submitted regarding the limited resources for
conference attendance. The first proposed that faculty be
al lowed to attend conferences on a rotating basis, Every
other year faculty would be pretty much guaranteed fun(!,;
for attending a conference of their preference, The second
proposed that the Departments, Colleges, and Universities
seek external funding, In-state and regional conferences
were also suggested as ways to mitigate the tremendous cost
sometimes associated with conference attendance, In other

I
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words, additional consideration might be given to in-state
and regional conferences rather than national and internal ion al conferences. This idea appears contradictory, given
that greater
and recognition is associated with national and international conferences.
Brown Bag/Framework Seminars-The Brown
Bag/Framework Seminars is an outgrowth of the preceding
area of concern (i.e., Support for Conferences/Presentations). This represents opportunities that Departments,
Colleges, and Universities of Education can generate for
themselves in terms of presentations and seminars. The
Brown Bag/Framework Seminars afford faculty the opportunity to present current research efforts, discuss recent
publications, share information about how to pursue
grants, or provide strategies for team-teaching. The f'irst
Brown Bag/Framework Seminars was successful in bringing together the Departments of Clinical and Professional
Studies and Teacher Development to share ideas on Innovative Practices in Reflecting the Conceptual Framework in
the Col
of Education. The first Monday of each month
at 12:00 noon was tentatively established as t.he meeting
time for the Brown Bag/Framework Seminars. The tentative dates provides faculty wit.h timelines in which to adequately prepare for possible presentations.
Teaching and Learning Summit-The fourth area
of concern was an extension of areas two and three. The
long range goal of providing additional opportunities for
faculty development. in the area of conference present.at.ions
and seminars culminated in the decision by the College of
Edu ca ti on t.o sponsor its own conference. The focus of the
proposed conference would revolve around teaching strategies. The call for papers would not only he directed at college and university faculty across the st.ate, but would also
target public school teachers, graduate students in teacher
preparation programs, and interested community representatives
civic organizations). The Teaching and Learning Summit ideally would lead to great.er collaboration
among teacher preparation institutions across the state,
but more importantly for the greater Augusta area, an improved working relation with the public schools.
Faculty Biographies-The Fifth area of concern was
how to potentially generate more interaction and productivity among colleagues across the University in general,
and within the College of Education in particular. One
step was to collect Faculty Biographies from each faculty
member. The intention was not merely to assemble a col lec1.ion of curriculum vitae to he stored in some obscure out of
1.he way place, hut to circulate to faculty for their perusal.
The biographies were to include areas of research interest,
recent publication, and presentations. In addition, the lists
are being organized to be placed on to the College of Education webpage. This will afford anyone who has similar interests to communicate and potentially expand opportuni-

ties for collaborative research and publication efforts.
Such information would he accessi hie across the en ti re
state.
Action Research-Action Hesearch represents area
six of the implementation plan. It is directly tied to area
five (Faculty Biographies). With serious attention given to
faculty collaboration, Action Research is believed to be a
logical outcome of such efforts. Such research would be directed at. solving problems experienced by local educators.
Engaging in such research would help create strongC'r
bonds between the University and the public schools.
Co-Teaching-Faculty in the College of Education
have actively been investigating the possibility of mu! tip le
faculty members co-teaching a course together. Once again.
the move to semester hours afforded the middle
specialists the opportunity to restructure how instruct.ion was
to occur at that level. The most serious threat to such an
enterprise has been the inability to balance the Full Time
Equivalent (FT'E) faculty load through the computer. The
current. soft-ware was not designed to accommodate multiple faculty teaching the same course. Who sl10uld receive
credit for a course taught by more than one faculty? The
solution, at least in part, was to offer more than one section.
If the course was taught by two faculty members, then t.wo
sections would be offered giving credit to each faculty for
his/her own section thus, allowing for teaming to occur.
This is especially critical for the middle grades cour:-es,
where team teaching should not. only be emphasized, hut.
should be modeled.
Student Forums/Perspective & Graduate Student Organization-The last two components of the
implementation plan dealt with student involvement.
Both involve participation from graduate students and
would he on-going activities. Given, that most graduate
students are educational practitioners it app<~ared reasonable to the members of the IVC that they should he included in much of the programming carried out by the College of Education. The strategy was to in vol V(; them in the
Brown Bag/Framework Seminars. This would afford pub! ic
school teachers and opportunity to interact with the Col
lege of' Education faculty and would ostensibly put. them in
the role educating univ<;rsity faculty. Inverting roles
would serve to help each appreciate the other. Addit10na l ly, there would he opportunities for university faculty to
collaborate on research (particularly act.ion research), cond net surveys of student interest, interact with gradu:i te
student. organizations, and serve as student. advisors.
Summary-The statewide initiative among institutions of higher education to convert. from quart.er hours to
semester hours has afforded the College of Education at
Augusta State University the opportunity to access its
goals for nurturing junior faculty and enhancing th<; skills
of its senior faculty. Faculty development. emerged as one
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of the more critical concerns of the faculty. The Intel lectual Vitality Committee was given the responsihil ity for
creating a plan (implementation plan) to address the issues
offacultydevelopment. Nineareas
some building
on the foundation of others. What eventuated was a new
in relation
way of viewing faculty responsibility, not
to collegiality, but in terms of teacher preparation and the
krnds of relationships that should he carried with the µuhlic schools. The faculty role model has been
at center of faculty responsibility and serves to be the
for measuring faculty effectiveness.

*

AT KSU ...
MASTER TEACHING PROGRAM RECIPIENTS OF 1998-1999 AWARDS

The Master 1hJ.Chin{f Pmgram encourages, recognizes, and rewards faculty who
demonstrate effective and innovative teaching and have the leadership qualities
necessary to develop solutions to complex issues facing KSll in the area of teaching and to guide others in the implementation of those solutions.
Master Teaching Awards are selected based upon demonstrated excellence in
teaching, demonstrated leadership, and the design of a project that addresses inst itution-wide concerns. The program focuses on the development of innovative
teaching methods addressing widespread issues such as the effective use of technology in teaching, successful strategies for teaching large classes, al terna ti vt~
teaching strategies, and the development of applied experiences. The projects selected must have an impact beyond the indi vidua 1 course, classroom or department.
World Literature Data.base, Barbara Stevenson, Associate Professor English-Under semester conversion I will teach a newly-developed course for the
revised English Major entitled "World Literature Before 1800." For this new
course I wish to attempt a unique approach to world literature based upon the
ideas of Gerald Graff advanced in Teaching the Conflicts and to incorporate an innovative approach to student research assignments and classroom technology modeled after George Landow's Intermedia Project at Brown University. The major
purpose of and product from this proposed master teaching project wil I be a world
literature database created by the class and published on the web. Such a database could be a useful research source for students and faculty interested in world
literature. Moreover, other professors could follow my course model and have their
students' work placed on the database also. The success of this database-as with
any wehsi te-can be measured by the number of visits and Ii nks established tot he
site. In the past I have done workshops on campus and presentations at profos-
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sional meetings off campus to share innovative class assignments, particularly those involving technology, and I
propose to do the same with this project.

Establishing and Maintaining Academic Liaisons
with Industry, Kathleen Fleiszar, Professor Biological and Physical Sciences-The ultimate purpose
of this project is to establish long-term collaboration hetween scientific industries and the Department of Biological and Physical Sciences. The major objectives of this
project are: 1) to establish and sustain internship opportunities for both students and faculty; 2) to develop and promote service learning opportunities for students; ::l) to create a Web site and faculty handbook highlighting these opportunities; and, 4) to obtain National Science Foundation
!NSF) funding for the faculty internships. This project is
of the utmost importance to our biology majors who seek
immediate employment after graduation. The internships
will give them a competitive edge in the science job market,
while the service learning experiences will involve them
with the community, teach them to solve community problems and foster in them a sense of social responsibi Ji ty.
Practical "hands-on" internships and service learning
projects will complement their academic knowledge. This
project will also impact faculty by providing and promoting scholarship activities in the form of industry internships. Finally, the project will serve as a prototype for the
other departments within the university. Members of the
Biology Advisory Board will be contacted by phone and in
person to determine their interest in becoming a site for
faculty and student internships and for student service
learning projects. Evaluation will be based on the number
and kinds of internships and service learning sites established; the successful completion of a Web site and faculty
handbook; and, the successful funding of an NSF grant.
Dissemination of information from this project will be accomplished through email, a publication in Reaching
Through Teaching, a university-wide workshop, and the
pub] ication and distribution of the faculty handbook.

native to this traditional method. This project will enhance students' understanding of biological diversity by:
collecting and compiling material biological diversity
across all kingdoms, developing integrative links both
within and across levels of biological organization that
highlight commonalities and differences in how org<1sms
deal with the challenges facing them, compiling these materials into an interactive Internet web site, and developing
interactive testing materials that allow students to assess
their own understanding of the concepts presented. To
evaluate this project, we will monitor the performance of
students before and after implementation of the web site.
In addition, we wil I compare the performance of students
with high use of the web site to students with low use of the
web site. If the project is successful, the software would bt'
made available to other biology departments within the
University System of Georgia for incorporation into t.heir
introductory sequences. The results of this project will be
disseminated at regional or national meetings of sci1·nce
teachers.

History of West Africa: A Textbook and a Web Site,
Akanmu Adebayo, Professor History and Philosophy -This proposal seeks funds under the Master Teaching Program (MTP) to support my research project on the
history of West Africa. The project has two phases. l n
Phase l (spring/summer 1998), I would conduct research in
West Africa: in Phase If (1998-99 academic year), I would
use the materials and information collected to accomplish
three interrelated goals. The benefits of this project are
enormous. They enhance curriculum offerings here at
KSU and beyond. For one thing, the textbook. when it is
completed and published. would be used for West African
history and other courses in African studies at this and
other institutions. In addition, the web site would make
available to students, teachers, and researchers a mine of
authentic and up-to-date information on West African societies.

*

Interactive Biodiversity, A Teaching Tool for Introductory Biology William Ensign, Assistant Professor
Jerald Hendrix, Professor Heather Sutton, Assistant Professor Biological and Physical ScienceTraditionally, complex and integrative material in the
area of biological diversity has been taught to introductory
biology classes by lecture and laboratory "Survey of the
Biological Kingdoms." Problems with this method include
limited time for in-depth coverage of the material, the necessity for a broad knowledge of biological diversity across
kingdoms on the part of the instructor, and the inability of
students to progress at their own pace. The primary goal of
our project is to develop a self-paced, learner-centered alter-
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